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Foreword

Reference List of Materials for English as a Second Language is a comprehensive annotated bibliography covering materials produced between the years 1953 and 1963. It is published in two parts, one devoted to text materials, readers, dictionaries, and tests, and the other to background materials in linguistics, the English language, and the methodology of language teaching. Suppléments to Reference List will be published periodically.

Work on the bibliography started in 1959 as a project of the Center for Applied Linguistics of the Modern Language Association of America. Later it became part of the Survey of Second Language Teaching conducted by the Center, with British and French cooperation, under a grant from the Ford Foundation. One of the aims of the survey was to investigate the nature and extent of resources for the teaching of English as a foreign language. The bibliography was at that time envisioned as a joint effort between the British Council and the Center, with the British Council covering materials produced in the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth, and the Center covering materials produced elsewhere. Since then the British Council has been publishing its own English-Teaching Bibliography in fascicles, and the Center has attempted to cover the whole field, including British works.

A number of bibliographies, published by the Center, have already resulted from the material accumulated for Reference List. One of the most widely circulated of these is the Interim Bibliography on the Teaching of English to Speakers of Other Languages, a selected list of 145 items, published in 1960 and now in its third printing. Another is 30 Books for Teachers of English as a Foreign Language, (3rd ed., 1963). Aural Aids in English for Foreigners, (2nd ed., 1964) and Visual Aids for English as a Second Language (1964) were also to a large extent based on the materials accumulated for this bibliography. Other unpublished lists have been prepared for government agencies, special conferences, exhibits, etc.

In preparing Reference List of Materials for English as a Second Language, existing bibliographies such as those of R. Lado (1955), H. S. Baker (1959), and M. Frank (1960), as well as the bibliographies of the United States Information Agency and the British Council were consulted. Periodicals, journals of abstracts, especially M LAbs tracts and English-Teaching Abstracts, and unpublished lists such as that supplied by C. H. Prator of the University of California at Los Angeles were also consulted. By far the largest source
of material was the library at the Center which possesses a unique collection consisting of some 3000 volumes on the teaching of English as a foreign language.

Our aim in *Reference List* has been to give as much information as possible on materials produced or published between 1953 and 1963, i.e. the period the bibliography is intended to cover. However, a number of “classics” have been included, as well as a few other works of particular value or interest which fell outside this time limit. Also, in categories where there was an abundance of material, a degree of selectivity has been possible. Some of the materials collected, such as contrastive studies of English and other languages, have been incorporated into other publications of the Center. Other materials, e.g. educational systems in various areas of the world, have been omitted from the present bibliography, and will, we hope, be published separately. The annotations are, as far as possible descriptive rather than evaluative. Inclusion in this bibliography does not imply that the material is recommended by the Center and the potential user is urged to examine each text carefully before deciding on its adoption.

The selection and editing of the entries, the organization of the bibliography, and supervision of the project from the start has been the responsibility of the Editor, who has been aided in this work by the efforts and cooperation of a number of people. The majority of entries were annotated by Mr. Roman Retman and Dr. Mary Lu Joynes, both of whom devoted their full time at the Center to this work. Miss Julia Sableski supplied a large number of annotations in addition to her other duties at the Center. Mrs. Charles W. Kreidler and Miss Beryl Dwight, annotated and edited a number of entries, but their chief responsibility was for preparing the materials for publication. Thanks are due Mrs. Helen Chavchavadze and Mrs. Kathleen Lewis, who annotated most of the materials intended for Russian speakers, and also to Dr. William W. Gage for his help with annotations. A word of special appreciation should go to Miss Grace Robertson for her patient checking, re-checking and typing of most of the entries prior to publication. Finally, special thanks are due Dr. Charles A. Ferguson, Director of the Center, for his encouragement, and suggestions and criticisms in matters of selection and organization, and to Mr. Frank A. Rice, director of the Office of Information and Publications, and his staff, in particular Miss Allene Guss and Miss Amy Shaughnessy, for final preparation of the manuscript.

Sirarpi Ohannessian
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Introduction

This second volume of *Reference List of Materials for English as a Second Language* is divided into six sections: Background, Methodology, Preparation and Analysis of Materials, Preparation of Teachers, Language Testing, and Programs in Specific Geographical Areas. The organization of the materials posed a number of problems, and it was not easy to avoid a certain amount of overlap among the divisions. Readers are therefore asked to examine several likely sections for any specific topic they are interested in.

The first section, that of general background material for the teacher, includes a selected number of works on linguistics, and more comprehensive sections on the English language, bibliographies, and periodicals. It was decided to include no articles in the linguistics section but to include a few significant ones in the part on the English language.

The second section, that on methodology, is divided into three parts. The first part includes a selected number of works on language teaching in general. The second part, which deals specifically with teaching English as a second or foreign language, is more comprehensive than any other section of the bibliography, including, in addition to the more general works, sample drills and exercises. The third part of this section, that on teaching aids, contains a number of items which are not specifically concerned with teaching English to speakers of other languages but which may have implications for it. A few works on language laboratory materials and methods, as well as the technical aspects of setting up and running a laboratory, are also included.

The sections on the preparation of materials, the preparation of teachers, and testing include some general materials in addition to materials specifically concerned with the teaching of English as a second or foreign language.

The last section, that on programs in specific geographical areas, reflects the growing interest in work overseas in this field. Included in this section are items on educational systems, the place of English in these systems, methods used, texts, examinations, etc.

The addenda includes a number of items which have been published after the span of time covered by *Reference List of Materials for English as a Second Language*. These will be annotated and included in a supplement which is now in preparation.
ABBREVIATIONS OF PERIODICALS CITED


AVCR Audio-Visual Communication Review (USA)
AVI Audiovisual Instruction (USA)
BCIE Bulletin of the Central Institute of English (India)
BCSDE Bulletin of the California State Department of Education (USA)
BNASSP Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals (USA)
CBR College Board Review (USA)
CCC College Composition and Communication (USA)
CJE Ceylon Journal of Education (Ceylon)
CJS Cizl Jazyky ve Skole (Czechoslovakia)
CT Changing Times (USA)
D Didaskalos (Great Britain)
ELECB ELEC Bulletin (English Language Education Council, Japan)
ELECP ELEC Publications (English Language Exploratory Committee, Japan)
ELT English Language Teaching (Great Britain)
ENL English — A New Language (Australia)
ERev(UK) Educational Review (Great Britain)
ESA English Studies in Africa (Union of South Africa)
ESAG Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide (USA)
ETF English Teaching Forum (USA)
ETM English Teachers' Magazine (Japan)
ETN English Teaching Newsletter (USA)
FM Le Francais dans le Monde (France)
FR French Review (USA)
GL General Linguistics (USA)
GQ German Quarterly (USA)
GTJ Ghana Teachers' Journal (Ghana)
HER Harvard Educational Review (USA)
IIE IIE News Bulletin (Institute of International Education, USA)
IIAL International Journal of American Linguistics (USA)
IRAL International Review of Applied Linguistics in Language Teaching (West Germany)
IYS Inostrannyye Yazyki v Shkole (USSR)
JE Journal of Education (Hong Kong)
JEd Journal of Education (India)
JHE Journal of Higher Education (USA)
JKPPTM Journal Kementerian Pelajaran Persekutan Tanah Melayu (Malaysia)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABBREVIATIONS</th>
<th>Full Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JNESC</td>
<td>Journal of the National Education Society of Ceylon (Ceylon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOS</td>
<td>Jezyi Obec w Szkole (Poland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEJ</td>
<td>Kenya Education Journal (Kenya)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>Language Learning (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>Linguistic Reporter (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Modern Languages (Great Britain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLJ</td>
<td>Modern Language Journal (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSpr</td>
<td>Moderne Sprachen (West Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSTEQ</td>
<td>MST English Quarterly (Manila Secondary Teachers, Philippines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OE</td>
<td>Oversea Education (Great Britain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>Orientamenti Pedagogici (Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVAC</td>
<td>OVAC Bulletin (Oversea Visual Aids Centre, Great Britain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>Pacific Islands Education (New Zealand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIJT</td>
<td>Philippine Journal for Language Teaching (Philippines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMLA</td>
<td>Publications of the Modern Language Association of America (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSR</td>
<td>Philippine Sociological Review (Philippines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW</td>
<td>Polish Weekly (Poland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QJS</td>
<td>Quarterly Journal of Speech (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDAL</td>
<td>Studies in Descriptive and Applied Linguistics (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPH</td>
<td>Social Progress in Hawaii (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ted</td>
<td>Teacher Education (Great Britain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEng</td>
<td>Teaching English (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TES</td>
<td>Times Educational Supplement (Great Britain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW</td>
<td>Teacher's World (Pakistan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UE</td>
<td>Use of English (Great Britain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE</td>
<td>Visual Education (Great Britain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAJE</td>
<td>West African Journal of Education (Nigeria)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Background

LINGUISTICS

GENERAL

Concise introduction to linguistic science in general and the structure of General American English in particular. Main divisions are: Language and Linguistics; Phonetics; Phonemics; Morphology; Syntax. Two-page "Reading List."

The classic text on language by one of the founders of modern linguistic science in the United States. Much that has been written since has been based on it.

A thorough and comprehensive survey of the different approaches to the study of language, with the emphasis on linguistic science. Discusses the relation of language to psychology, the social sciences, and philosophy. The chapter on "Language and Education" has a great deal of information on applied linguistics and psycholinguistics as well as linguistic problems in educational measurement. Extensive list of references at the end.

The fourth version of an experimental text on the tagmemic approach to grammar. Major sections include: Morpheme; Tagmeme; Structural Types, Classes and Slots; Morph, Allomorph, and Morpheme; and Simultaneous and Overlapping Levels.

A collection of writings first published elsewhere over a period of years. Includes selections on Indian and Burmese languages, English, and Hunanese, as well as general papers on phonology, grammar, and semantics.

with syntax have been considerably expanded and include a chapter on transformations. The approach is eclectic rather than being the views of the author as a linguistic scientist, so that the entire text gives a general view of descriptive linguistics. Accompanying Workbook in Descriptive Linguistics provides a set of exercises designed to give practice in problems of analysis.

Attempts to provide basic information on the nature and function of speech from several points of view; i.e., the social, physical, physiological, neurological, phonetic, linguistic, psychological, genetic, and semantic bases of speech. Description of English included.

Intended as a brief popular discussion of problems of language and linguistics. Contains a clear, nontechnical statement of the theories, principles, and methods of linguistic science. Part of the book sets forth the author's case against the normative approach of traditional grammar.

A glossary of terminology in use in American linguistics from 1925-1950 with explanations and citations for contexts in which items occur. Most of the terms were drawn from Language, International Journal of American Linguistics, Studies in Linguistics, and Word.

One of the important works on American methodology and theory in linguistics. While it has little immediate application for the teacher of English as a foreign language, it is a very condensed statement of the theory which underlies many of the texts now being prepared.

An introductory course in descriptive linguistics, covering most aspects of the field. Though "the tenor of the book is conservative," it reflects many of the special views of the author. Parts of interest to teachers of English include chapters on phonology, phonology and grammar, grammatical systems, writing, dialect geography, and literature. Six-page bibliography.

An introductory book for the general reader or the student. Emphasizes the histories of various older schools of philology, and briefly mentions
some of the more important recent studies. Examples are generally taken from the classical or more common European languages.


First published in 1950, this is a classic British work on phonetics and the author's concept of the phoneme. Significant for the numerous examples of the ways in which various types of sounds function contrastively in a number of different languages.


A collection of significant articles in the field of linguistics published from 1925-1956. Includes discussions of phonology, morphology, and syntax in general and as reflected in various languages, as well as essays on the principles and systems of linguistics.


Written in non-technical language, this book demonstrates the role that descriptive linguistics can play in practical language teaching. It deals with the comparison of sound systems, grammatical structures, and vocabulary systems and points out values of contrastive studies. Selected bibliography included.


A dictionary of traditional grammatical terms, terminology in the fields of historical and descriptive linguistics, and names, affiliations, and brief descriptions of the major languages and dialects of the world.


A classic in the field of practical phonemics. Includes sections on the analysis and production of phonetic and phonemic units, and analytical procedures. Also includes illustrations and problems for solution.


This is a classic in the study of language phenomena. It is outdated in part, but still full of important insights into the nature of language.


Designed for beginning students, this manual provides material for thirty class hours of instruction. Includes numerous graded drills for each sound-

PSYCHOLINGUISTICS AND SOCIOLINGUISTICS

Emphasizes the role of language at all levels of human society, and at the same time provides a useful survey of the areas covered by linguistic study and research.

The first three talks contain discussions of the modern understanding of language, the variety of language in the world, and the special relationship between a society and its own language. In the concluding talk all of these factors are applied to the multilingual state where an unrelated official language is imposed upon education, business, and politics to the exclusion of the several vernacular languages of the country. Although special reference is made to Nigeria, comments are applicable to any multilingual state.

A study of the patterns in which the features of a particular society or culture are organized. Shows how the individual takes for granted certain ways of acting which are part of his own culture, and how we react erroneously to features of a different culture.

A collection of seven papers and discussions which include the Whorf hypothesis, as well as a definition of the problems inherent in the inter-relations of language and the rest of culture.

A collection of writings concerned with areas where psychologists and linguists might collaborate fruitfully. Includes the following sections: Speech Perception; Language Acquisition, Bilingualism, and Language Change; and Linguistic Relativity and the Relation of Linguistic Processes to Perception and Cognition.
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

GENERAL


A survey of how Austral English has evolved from colonial times to the present day. Includes a discussion of what Austral English is, additions to it, its literature, and a study of the Australian accent.


A grammar including the phonology, morphology, and syntax of English based on modern descriptive linguistics and intended for American college students. Chapter on graphics, and one on American dialects by Raven McDavid. Final chapter on "Linguistics and the Teacher of English." Glossary of technical terms and bibliography.


An exposition of the analytical procedures of linguistic science in the investigation of every level of the structure of English from sounds to complex sentences. Intended for American undergraduate or graduate students.


Carefully organized, comprehensive presentation of the most salient features of English grammar, in general moving from large-scale constructions to smaller ones. Deals mainly with written English but attention also given to sound system and the relation between written and spoken forms, as well as levels of acceptable usage. Accompanying worksheets for use with the text.


A presentation and analysis of the development of American English to show the factors which contributed to the present-day differences between American English and British English. Beginning with the English spoken by the first settlers, the author traces the ensuing contributions of other cultural and linguistic groups, and the innovations and developments in American culture and their reflections in language, touching occasionally upon contemporaneous development or lack of development in England. The author's thesis is that differences between American and British English demonstrate not the existence of two languages but only the natural reflections of differences in culture.

Mencken, H. L. *The American Language: An Inquiry into the Development of English in the United States*. The fourth edition and the two supplements,

A comprehensive treatment of the many aspects of the language situation in the United States. The main body of the text is devoted to the development of American English with emphasis on the contemporary situation, including grammar, pronunciation, spelling, and dialects of modern American English, as well as comparison between this and British English.


Presents the system of Basic English for English-speaking readers, with a discussion of other attempts to simplify language. Includes numerous examples and a list of books on and in Basic English.


Examines many aspects of English, including its international use. Many of the observations contained are the preliminary results of the Survey of English Usage (including American English) which is being conducted at University College, London, under the direction of Professor Quirk. Contents include sections on standard English, problems of usage, variety and range of English in use, etc. Supplements include “The Transmission of Language,” by A. C. Gimson, and “Notions of Correctness” by J. Warburg. Contains a few exercises and topics for discussion. Short bibliography and index.


A discussion of the two aims of Basic English which are given as, “the provision of a minimum secondary world language and the designing of an improved introductory course for foreign learners.” Also material on what Basic English is, the simplification of English, and available materials on or in Basic English.


A grammar for American college students which attempts to bridge the gulf between conventional schoolroom grammars and the principles and methods of modern linguistics. Contains useful glossary including grammatical terms stating both traditional meanings and their usually accepted modern linguistic interpretation. Gives a linguistically oriented description of English in a step by step progression from sound to sentence.


Brief statement of the need for: basing all teaching of English on scientific linguistic description. Introduces some of the principles of structural linguistics to the English teacher and discusses the relationship between the sound and writing systems of English and its implication for reading instruction.
BACKGROUND—ENGLISH LANGUAGE

A description of British English designed for use by college students with little or no training in linguistics. Discussions on the nature of language, in general, and English, in particular, are followed by chapters on the phonetics and phonemics of English, the structure of utterances, and various form classes. Draws on works of British, American, and European linguists.

Important analysis of English structure, especially phonology and morphology, on which much that has since appeared has been based. Material highly condensed and difficult for those who have had no linguistic training.

Intended for teachers of English and students of composition. A concise introduction to linguistics and a linguistically oriented introduction to English syntax. Sections on punctuation, spelling and pronunciation, and word-formation.

HISTORY

Revised edition of the well-known standard college text on the history of the English language, bringing it up to date from the point of view of facts and scholarly thinking. A first general chapter on "English Present and Future." Remainder traces the history of the language from earliest times from point of view of sounds and inflections as well as political, social, and intellectual forces that have affected it. Parts on American dialects rewritten in the light of recent linguistic work. Careful bibliographies with each chapter.

Intended to serve as an introduction to the study of English linguistics. Discusses the history of the English language through a variety of linguistic approaches. Material includes phonology, comparative linguistics, Old English morphology, Middle English dialects, Early Modern English grammar, and vocabulary and word formation. Appendices include: The Evolution of the Root Vowels in the First Six Classes of O. E. Strong Verbs; Selective Bibliography; and Index of Morphemes, Words, and Phrases.

A text on the English language intended for both the college student and the general reader. Contains major sections on the historical background, speech
sounds and letters, words, and grammar and usage. A bibliography and list of suggested topics for research and class work follow each chapter.

A well-known historical outline concerned primarily with vocabulary and the influence exerted on it by French, Latin, Greek, the Scandinavian, and other languages. Though largely traditional, it offers an interesting introduction to historical linguistics.

A history of the English language designed for the student or general reader. Includes chapters on the nature of language, history of English inflections, sources of the vocabulary, spelling, pronunciation, and usage. Contains references for further reading and a glossary of linguistic terms.

**PHONOLOGY**

**GENERAL**

Outlines present-day American English in phonetic, mostly articulatory, terms. Includes discussions of some basic concepts and terminology and deals with standard and other usage, phonetics and phonemics, American dialects, the segmental sounds of English, sound changes, stress, and pitch. Questions and sources for further study with each chapter. IPA transcription. Provides facial diagrams, charts, maps, etc.

A self-instructional course presented in a series of frames, with answers given in the margin on the same page. Includes sections on the linguist and language, and on the segmental and suprasegmental phonemes of English.

A handbook-guide to British English pronunciation (Received Pronunciation) for West Africans. Transcription is IPA broad. Numerous articulatory descriptions, diagrams, and practice word-lists. Some work on intonation with musical notation and the lines-and-dots marking system. A little work on relation of spelling to phonology. Short bibliography including available phonograph records.

Discusses phonetic realizations of the English phonemes, spelling forms,
BACKGROUND—ENGLISH LANGUAGE

historical sources, and linguistic implications of the sound system of modern standard British English. Includes some comments for the foreign learner.


This is a revised and re-set edition of the standard, comprehensive text first published in 1918. Describes English (Southern British) pronunciation in most of its aspects, particularly from the point of view of the foreign learner. Introduction has sections on difficulties of pronunciation and how to surmount them. New appendix on “Types of Phonetic Transcription.” Appendix on American pronunciation. Bibliography.


Fourth edition of the classic first published in 1909 and completely rewritten for the third edition in 1950. Describes British “Received Pronunciation” with frequent reference to other dialects of English. Divided into two parts. Part I, Phonetic Theory, includes types of pronunciation, organs of speech, sounds and letters, principles of transcription, English speech sounds in detail, stress, intonation, practical ear training, etc. Part II, Phonetic Texts, has 21 passages transcribed phonetically. Numerous diagrams.


For American college students. Observations based on cultivated pronunciation of locality of the author—the Western Reserve of Ohio—this being considered representative of the “speech of the North.” Many changes in this tenth edition. Uses IPA transcription. Includes chapters on organs of speech, consonants, vowels, the syllable, stress, and spelling-pronunciation.


The discussion and exercises cover the segmental and suprasegmental phonemes and their arrangements. The approach is structural and terminology simple. Slightly modified Trager-Smith phonemic notation.


A very detailed study of English phonetics (British usage), first published in 1914. Uses narrow IPA transcription and numerous charts, physiological descriptions, and photographs. In many ways it is a comparative study of Dutch and British phonology. Primarily descriptive, but contains exercises, questions, word-lists and a section on spelling.


A textbook of phonetics of American English for speech students at the university level. Uses IPA transcription and includes many oral drill and
transcription exercises. Contains crossword puzzles in phonetic transcription and a short bibliography.

An account of the pronunciation of Australian English and its differences from educated Southern British English. Some articulatory diagrams and IPA transcription. The book is especially concerned with emotional attitudes toward Australian speech.

A normative text, employing extensive phonetic (IPA) transcription of texts. Material includes: aims and methods, segmentals, suprasegmentals, variant pronunciations, suggestions for Australian teachers. Many diagrams, palatograms, etc.

Clear, large diagrams with positions of articulatory organs described verbally beside them.

Content takes teacher "from spelling versus pronunciation through the mechanism of speech production, phonetic difference, phonemic contrast, to intonation." Describes Midwestern American English. Explanations, large clear diagrams of speech organs, and diagrams illustrating production of specific sounds in English. Numerous exercises.

Text of the phonology of American English for elementary courses in phonetics or voice and speech improvement or correction. Survey of allophonic variants of segmental phonemes. Exercises. Specimens of some of the regional dialects in phonetic transcription. Bibliography. Index.

A handbook of English phonetics primarily for English teachers who do remedial work with native speakers. Treats segmental articulatory phonetics with numerous illustrations, diagrams, and narrow IPA transcription. Intonation is marked with dots and lines on various levels. Major headings include standard pronunciation, correction of pronunciation, qualifications of the teacher, organs of speech, vowels and consonants, and a chapter on British English and American English. Appendices include: Suggested Course for Training Colleges; Exercises in Ear Training. Also bibliography and index.
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INTONATION AND STRESS


A well-known British text. Uses IPA for segmentals and its own system for stress and pitch. Appendix of orthographic texts with stress and phrase markings following the main body of text.


Takes into account vowel quality and stress-type distribution and attempts to account for all patterns.


Comprehensive analysis and classification of the basic significant elements of British English intonation. Material includes tones, initial and final unstressed syllables, simple tunes, devices for giving emphasis, combined tunes, “adjectives,” compound tunes, complex tones, sentence stress, and utterances and their tunes. Includes a chapter on classification of tunes and another outlining comparative tonetics. Abundant illustrations using system of tonetic stress marks devised by Kingdon.


A thorough work on stress patterns of words in British English. Useful as a reference book for teachers, as it has an abundance of examples of different stress patterns. Space is devoted to differences between English and American word stress.


A detailed analysis of American English intonation. Survey of earlier work on the subject in an extensive bibliography and in an early chapter. Main section of monograph covers specific intonation contours. Examples given of each contour. Also includes sections on practical utilization in language analysis and language teaching, and numerous marked passages. Disc recording available.

English intonation for very advanced students. Part One describes the tone-patterns of English and the function of intonation. Part Two deals with the conditioning of intonation by sentence stress. with discussions of variations conditioned by context, sentence structure, and emotion.

**SPELLING**


Based on the American Vest Pocket Dictionary and the Thorndike-Lorge frequency count, the word-list in this book includes the 5000 most frequently used words in current American English. The first section includes a list of vocabulary items in which the graphemes stand in one-to-one correspondence with the phonemes. Following sections each take up one type of departure from the norm. The Teacher's Manual for Spelling Patterns includes discussions of the phoneme, grapheme, and methodology. Many tests included. Although written for use in American public schools, these volumes should be of help to teachers of English as a foreign language.


Discusses the relation of spelling to sound, of phonemes to graphemes in English, the regularity of English graphemics, and regularity and gradation in teaching reading and spelling. Includes table of the graphemic representation of American English phonemes.


Leads the student to make "phonetic generalizations" ("observations on the way the language usually represents sounds or handles specific spelling situations"). Many exercises. For improving the spelling of high school or college students, but might be helpful to advanced foreign students.

**PRONOUNCING DICTIONARIES**


Standard work on British "Received Pronunciation." Ordinary spelling followed by transcription. Glossary of phonetic terms at end.
Includes the great body of common words in use in America. Gives the pronunciation of what is "rather vaguely called standard speech." Uses IPA transcription. Records variety of pronunciations where there are differences, either regional or in the pronunciation of educated people.

**Grammar**

**General**

The author describes a variety of substitute words "in accordance with their various domains," that is, the form-class or construction-class which the substitute word may replace.

Suggests that fuller explanation should be provided for English verbs which are active in form but passive in meaning since they appear frequently and present great problems.

Formalized and philosophical treatment of question forms in English as based on the writer's idiolect. Major topics are multiple-choice questions and explanatory questions. Some attention to intonation.

A survey of the plural in English as an obligatory category in the spoken and written languages.

Compares use and teaching of "to be" and "to have." Three uses of "have" as an anomalous finite and another five as an "ordinary" verb distinguished and discussed.

Traces some "contemporary tendencies" in the use of articles. Suggestions for teaching in light of these tendencies. Sample analysis presented.

Defines "clause-modifying clauses" and "interruption clauses" after a discussion of seven examples.

BACKGROUND—ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Investigates the origin and development of the conventional grammatical rules concerning "shall" and "will", describes their usage in English drama from the middle of the sixteenth century to the present time, and compares contemporary American and British usage.


A grammar of spoken English (based on telephone conversations) treated by methods of modern linguistics. This book has had great influence on several subsequent grammars of American English that have been published since its appearance, and a great number of American English courses for foreigners have based their structural materials on its contents.


A study, using generative theory and terminology, of the distribution of "one" and possible pronominal ambiguities. Resolution is achieved through study of conjunctions and stress.

Hill, Leslie A. "Form Classes and Sub-Classes." LL 8:3-4.5-13 (1958).

Discusses the patterning in English of determiners, modifiers of nouns, and modifiers of modifiers.


A discussion of five classes of expressions which modify other modifying expressions in a phrase, clause or sentence.


A reference book on British English idiomatic usage. Traditional British grammatical terminology is used, but in the order of presentation stress is laid on the formation of patterns rather than their analysis. Approximately half the book is devoted to verb patterns. The rest deals with adjectives, nouns, pronouns, adverbials, and the patterns in which they occur. The last section of the book is devoted to various concepts such as intention, possibility, permission, promises, and threats, and ways of expressing them.


Simple presentation from the structural point of view of the following aspects of English morphology: elements of word-formation; plural inflection; verb inflection; comparative and superlative; personal pronouns; derivational suffixes; compounding. Exercises.


Discussion and presentation following immediate constituent analysis of basic elements of syntax, substantive expressions, internal structure of
BACKGROUND—ENGLISH LANGUAGE

predicates, verb phrases, parts of speech, construction, and sentences. Many exercises.


An early general summary of the rules of a transformational grammar of English, as illustrated by the set of rules by which new nouns are created. The aim is to isolate the technical problems involved in the construction of an adequate theory of English sentences. The language is highly technical. The author has written introductions to the second and third printings of the study, in which he updates his work somewhat and answers several criticisms. Appendices include "English Nominal Phrases," "Comparison with German Nominals," and a "Brief Sketch of Turkish Nominals." A selected bibliography is also provided.


Written in 1943 as the author's doctoral dissertation. English constructions are described in terms of immediate constituents. Contains many useful lists of words which function as syntactic classes.


Discusses usage of the terms "cold, cool, warm" and "hot" and their relationships to one another with comments on the way in which other languages cover the same area of experience in different ways.


Suggests that descriptive analyses of English grammatical usage are needed to supply data for "a new and objectively based prescriptivism." Example concerned with the restrictive relative clauses.


Intended for American high school students, and based largely on work done on transformational generative grammar, as interpreted by the author. Exercises following each section. Teacher's Manual accompanies text.


Intended for American high school or college students and based on the findings of modern descriptive linguistics. Letters are assigned to word classes and used to create construction formulas, indicating constituents and arrangements. Section on punctuation and its relation to suprasegmental phonemes. Teacher's edition contains a prefatory section, "The Linguistic Approach," and a section on specific points in teaching the various chapters of the text.
Defines the restrictive and coordinated sequences of adjectives, gives examples, and describes the seven stylistic factors which govern the order of coordinated sequences in a noun phrase.

A concise exposition, partly through symbols, of the structures found in English sentences and of the relation of structural and referential meaning.

A study of the auxiliaries of the English verb system with special emphasis on the modals. A synthesis of current theory on this subject of English syntax.

Discusses the usage of those expressions which are employed "when one wishes to speak without saying anything."

Examines and gives examples of usage and discusses some of the factors that help determine usage.

REFERENCE GRAMMARS

Comprehensive and detailed work which had a lasting influence on the writing of English grammars, particularly in Europe. Illustrations mainly from standard British authors. Parts II-VII discuss morphology and syntax in a rather complicated order and under a variety of headings. Part VII was completed and edited by Niels Haislund. Exhaustive indexes and tables of contents in each part. Other works by Jespersen embodying the same principles include *Essentials of English Grammar* and *The Philosophy of Grammar.*

A comprehensive description of literary English by a prominent European scholar. Part I has three main sections: General Phonetics, English Phonetics, and Sounds and Symbols. Also includes a bibliography, a word list, and a list of proper names. In Part II the first book deals with verbs; the second with nouns, adjectives and adverbs, pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, and archaic and literary English; the third with word-formation, syntactic word-groups, the simple and the compound sentence, loose sen-
sentence groups, special types of sentence-structure, form, function, and meaning of sentences.


Revised and enlarged edition of a descriptive meaning-based treatment of present-day English accidence and syntax, first published in 1911 as *An English Grammar for Dutch Students* by E. Kruisinga. Major changes and addition in sections on the preterite, the progressive, adverb clauses, and concord.


A review grammar, first published in 1924, which is organized along traditional lines but based in large part on spoken usage. Major headings include: Phonology (Daniel Jones); Parts of Speech; Parts of the Sentence; Logical Categories.


A comprehensive meaning-oriented survey. Part II is subtitled “For the use of continental, especially Dutch, students,” but there is occasional reference to Dutch in both parts. Detailed comment on each point, with thousands of illustrative quotations ranging from Shakespeare, Spencer, and the Authorized Version of the Bible to modern works of the early 20th century.


A concise but comprehensive reference grammar of British English intended for advanced students. Contains a section on intonation and pronunciation, and phonetic transcription is used throughout text to indicate the pronunciation of certain items. On the whole, traditional terminology is used, but stress is laid on usage. Intended for use with a companion volume, *English Exercises* [see entry under Sack, RLM:1].


This is a revised, unilingual edition of the standard reference grammar first published for Dutch students. Dutch parallels have been omitted and replaced by other comparisons. The approach, though traditional, is descrip-
Clear, precise information on most points of present-day English grammar is methodically presented. Transcription is occasionally used to indicate pronunciation, but there is no section on phonology. The appendix contains a variety of diverse information, including the usual list of irregular verbs, and a one-page section on American English.

**VOCABULARIES**

Over 1500 common everyday "idiomatic" words and phrases and proverbial sayings for advanced foreign students of British English. Distinction is made between idioms recommended for use in conversation and for recognition only. Explanations of each idiom and exercises on its use. "A Note on Idiom" follows the preface.

Three thousand head-words compiled from previous counts which are summarized. Bibliography.

Provides explanations of and comments on 1015 frequently used British English idioms. Also contains many colloquial, slang, and foreign phrases adopted into English. Some of them obsolete, obsolescent, colloquial, and slang items marked. Much discussion of sources and history.

Describes and evaluates a number of word lists and methods used in vocabulary selection. Chapter VII compares and discusses lists for English as a second language. Chapter VIII analyzes and compares seven English lists which include the Basic English list by Ogden, Standard English Vocabulary by Palmer, The Teacher's Word Book by Thorndike, and Interim Report on Vocabulary Selection. Extensive bibliography at end.


Supplements A Semantic Count of English Words by Irving Lorge and
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Edward L. Thorndike, published in 1938. Provides relative frequency of the different meanings of the 570 commonest English words. Gives frequency ratings of each meaning as defined in the Oxford English Dictionary. Meanings are referred to by code, so reference to the OED is necessary.

An account of the purpose, application, presentation, and validity of the verb-form frequency count conducted by the Methods Department of the Institute under the guidance of H. V. George. Detailed statistics are included.

This list gives the frequency of occurrence of each word, its importance in current popular reading for adults (as shown by the Lorge magazine count), and its importance in juvenile reading. The introduction gives instruction on the use of the list for classes of English-speaking children and for adults who are trying to improve their knowledge of English. The last section contains lists of the 500 words occurring most frequently and of the 500 occurring next most frequently.

This is a revised edition of the Interim Report on Vocabulary Selection (1936). Contains approximately 2000 entries. These are given in alphabetical order with their most frequent meanings in written English indicated in order, and illustrated with sentences.

DIALECTOLOGY

Presents variant verb inflections gathered from field records of the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada. Attempts to demonstrate that in the verbal system usage is sharply divided along social lines. Includes information on tense forms, personal forms of the present indicative, number and concord, negative forms, infinitive and present participle, and phrases.

A description of English dialects for the general reader, with an introductory chapter on dialect and language. Includes an account of Old, Middle, and Modern English and sections on present day English overseas, dialect research, and class and occupational dialects.

A reference work describing some points of usage of 240 alphabetical entries in the following dialect areas of the United States: the North, the North Midland, the South Midland, the North Central States, and the Upper Midwest. The standard English usage levels discussed are formal, informal, and colloquial English. Dialect areas, types of informants, and much of the material are based on the *Linguistic Atlas of America and Canada*.


A description of the vocabulary usage in the Eastern United States, including 163 dialect maps and descriptions of the speech areas and regional and local words involved.


Written as a textbook for use in secondary schools, this is a simple presentation of the findings of American linguistic geographers. Included is a chapter with bibliography of studies in linguistic geography.

**BIBLIOGRAPHIES**


An annotated bibliography of readers and texts for use in adult elementary education courses. Includes material for use with non-native speakers of English and supplementary reading arranged according to school-class proficiency.


A bibliography of some 443 items, not annotated. Designed as supplement to Lado's *Annotated Bibliography for Teachers of English as a Foreign
BACKGROUND—BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Language [see below], bringing it up to date through 1958, though omitting some of Lado's sections.


An annotated bibliography intended to provide for the needs of those professionally concerned with the teaching of English as a second or foreign language. Selective treatment of background materials in psychology, linguistic theory, and teaching technique. Includes sections on the English language, teacher training, audio-visual aids, tests, and dictionaries. Sections on courses and textbooks contain only books published in Great Britain.


An annotated bibliography for teachers of English in Japan. Contains sections on methods and techniques, language and linguistics, general teaching aids, and textbooks.


Partially annotated bibliography of materials for teachers, recent textbooks, and tests, with a list of publishers' addresses.


An annotated 720-item bibliography covering many aspects of teaching English as a foreign language both in the U.S. and abroad from 1946 to 1954. The first part, materials for the teacher, is selective; the section on materials for the student is more inclusive. A very reliable survey of the literature available at the time.


For the period 1919-1956, the Modern Language Association published an annual "American Bibliography for 19—" limited to American authors. Current bibliography, 1956— is international in coverage.
Modern Humanities Research Association. *Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature*. Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1921—.

An annual bibliography listing the year's publications in English language and literature. Includes sections on the sounds of speech, dictionaries and grammars, vocabulary, and syntax.


An annotated bibliography of books for adults, both native and foreign, with limited reading ability. Includes picture books, readers, and information and reference books. Annotations cover type of reader for whom book is suitable, style of writing, type of material, and format.


A selective annotated bibliography, containing approximately 140 items, most of which have appeared since 1955. Consists of three main sections: background readings on linguistics, language problems, and the English language; methodology on foreign language teaching in general and the teaching of English as a foreign language; textbooks for schools, adults, special background and occupations, and a set of readers.


The third edition of a selective annotated bibliography designed for use by Americans going overseas to teach English as a foreign language. Sections are: background readings, methodology, and textbooks.


Materials for teachers of specific languages. Of general interest is section on "All Languages" which includes bibliographies, books on methodology, films, filmstrips, slides, language laboratories, linguistics and language learning, and periodicals.


An important international bibliography of books and articles on linguistics with exhaustive coverage of the field. Sections on General Works, General Linguistics and Related Branches of Study, Interrelations between Language Families, and thorough coverage of works on language families and individual languages. Currently listing more than 10,000 entries per volume.

BACKGROUND—PERIODICALS

Material listed in nine sections: American, British, Dutch, French, German, and Scandinavian periodicals; miscellanies; collected papers; and selections from miscellaneous periodicals. Items are arranged by periodical in chronological order.

PERIODICALS


Articles on the teaching of English in India, including reports on programs and conferences, and book reviews.


For teachers of modern languages in Canadian schools. Most of the articles are concerned with the teaching of French, but each issue also contains several articles on developments in audio-visual aids.


Contains articles for teachers of German, English, French, Spanish and Latin. Included are articles on literature, language, and methodology. Book reviews and exchange of experiences are regular features of each issue.


Articles on linguistics, methodology, and problems of teaching English, primarily in Japanese high schools. Articles in English and/or Japanese.


Contains articles on problems of teaching English to immigrants of various language backgrounds. Practical suggestions on teaching lessons and exercises included in most issues.


Concerned mainly with the teaching of English as a foreign language and reflecting British theory and practice in this field. It has book reviews, a correspondence section, and a section entitled "Question Box" in which questions from teachers, mostly on specific problems of grammar and usage, are answered.


A review of studies related to English language teaching appearing in current periodicals.
Articles of general interest to teachers of English as a foreign language. Included are articles on applied linguistics and methodology. Overseas teachers must subscribe through their local Cultural Center of the U.S. Embassy, or at the American cultural center or language institute. Formerly called English Teaching Newsletter.

Inostrannye Jazyki v škole. Moscow: Ministry of Education, RSFSR, 1937 —. 6 nos. a yr.
An official publication for Russian foreign language teachers including articles on methodology and language. There is a section on teaching materials as well as book reviews in most issues.

Contains articles in English, French, and German dealing with current theory and research in the several fields relevant to language learning.

The general trend in articles is the application of linguistic science to the teaching of languages. A number of articles cover the teaching of English as a second language, contrastive studies of English and other languages, and classroom techniques. Includes editorials, notes and announcements, book reviews, and a list of publications received.

A newsletter whose main objective is to act as a source of information on such matters as research projects, meetings, institutions, personnel, and publications of interest to people in the field of linguistics, and the teaching of languages both in the U.S. and overseas. Occasional supplements contain bibliographies.

MLabstracts. Fullerton, Calif.: California State College at Fullerton, 1961 —. 3 nos. a yr.
Includes abstracts of publications on modern languages, applied linguistics, speech and hearing, the teaching of culture, and language teaching.

This journal is devoted primarily to methods, pedagogical research, and to topics of professional interest to all language teachers.

Includes articles on language and literature, as well as book notices, reviews and sample examination papers.
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Papers and reports of the discussions from the yearly Round Table Meetings. Papers cover various facets of linguistics and language teaching.


Articles dealing with the teaching of English in Philippine secondary schools. Includes treatment of literature, grammar, and orthography; book reviews; and sample lesson plans for various high school grade levels.

*NAFSA Newsletter.* New York: National Association for Foreign Student Affairs, 1949—. 10 nos. a yr.

Of special interest to foreign student advisers and teachers of English as a foreign language in American colleges and universities. It contains a section where articles, book reviews and news notes appear.


Devoted to the use of audio-visual materials in education. Contains some articles on the teaching of English overseas.


Articles on language teaching, including the teaching of English, reviews of books in the field, and instructional materials.


Includes items chiefly of interest to Puerto Rican teachers, as well as book notices and reviews of materials in the field.


Articles in Spanish dealing with the teaching of modern languages.

*Texas Conference on Problems of Linguistic Analysis in English.* Austin: Univ. of Texas, 1962—. Irregular.

The three published volumes cover conferences held at the University of Texas in 1956, 1957, and 1958. Papers at the first two emphasize phonology and the third, syntax. Further volumes to appear as conferences are held.
Methodology

LANGUAGE TEACHING

Contains sections on the reasons for teaching foreign languages in the elementary school, on whether foreign languages should be taught to all students, and on the place of language teaching in the curriculum. Bibliography and sample lessons in French appended.

A redefinition of three commonly used terms. Approach refers to assumptions regarding the nature of language and language pedagogy. Method refers to an overall plan for presenting material within a given approach. Technique refers to the teacher's stratagem in accomplishing an objective with a given method.

A discussion of how translation may be used successfully in foreign language teaching.

An introduction to techniques of language teaching and a rationale for solution of various problems in the field. Major headings include: situational language learning; language through speech; ear training; teacher and textbook; unsupervised work; cooperation in language learning; visual aids to language teaching; the teaching of functional grammar; the teaching of composition; reading and the study of prose literature; the teaching of poetry.

A guide for techniques in using a native speaker or “informant” in learning languages for which it is not easy to find serviceable textbooks or grammars and dictionaries.

A description of techniques and practices found to be successful in secondary school language classes. Includes sections on classroom setting, reading, listening comprehension, and culture and civilization.


A comprehensive volume treating most aspects of the teaching of foreign languages in the United States at present. Aim of the book is to examine the application of advances in linguistics, educational psychology, and related fields to the teaching of languages as they are spoken by their native speakers.


A report on the role of foreign languages in the U.S. school system. Major topics include the essentials of second language learning, equipment and instructional materials, and the apportionment of responsibilities in the educational system.


A discussion of the need to minimize points of interference in second language learning by knowledge of the comparative and descriptive structure of the two languages involved.


A discussion of some kinds of interference which the native language imposes on learners of a second language. The author recommends that the learner of a new language be taught, through careful selection and programming, to see the world through the grids of the second language.


Contains detailed suggestions on procedures for using native speakers as "informants" for learning a new language. Discusses attitudes, classroom techniques, textbooks, and advanced training.


Each chapter of the guide begins with a series of questions which form the basis for the discussions that follow. Informant drill techniques are generally advocated. The main topics covered are methods and techniques, textbooks and teaching materials, the preparation of teachers, the work of linguistic scientists and the application of linguistics to language teaching, and special problems of language teaching.
Discussing the use of contrasts as a tool of linguistic analysis and its place and use in the language teaching situation.

An article in two parts containing a discussion of the place of oral work in a language course, a suggested plan for a first-year course book, and five conditions for good oral work.

Lists "do's" and "don'ts" of language teaching with comments on writing, the literary form of a language, and tradition versus usage.

Discusses the teacher's role in controlling the thought content of oral drills, in anticipating problems, and in employing drill techniques to the best advantage in work with both the class and the individual.

A practical guide for American teachers of foreign languages. Much of the material is based on observation of work in language classrooms. Various methods are described and many suggestions and examples given for classroom use. General discussions of some interest to teachers of English as a foreign language.

A comprehensive and practical survey of modern language teaching within the present social and educational conditions in England. Attention is given to selection and training of teachers, methods to be used at various levels and in various types of schools, testing, etc. The authors recommend a maximum amount of oral work, and state that it is a teacher, not a method, that teaches.

Though progressive when first published, this is now valuable mainly as a historical document. Has had considerable influence on many English textbook writers in Europe. Passages on translation and phonetic transcription are perhaps of the most interest.

A report on the May 1957 conference on the improvement of modern language teaching in high schools in the United States. Parts of the report, especially those on the changing character of foreign language teaching, the newer objectives, evaluation techniques, and teaching preparation, may be of interest to organizers of programs of English as a foreign language.


Suggested techniques for teachers of middle and upper grades in American elementary schools. Sample materials taken from Spanish and French to illustrate several widely-used techniques, but applicable to other languages as well. Sections on listening comprehension, pronunciation, dialogs, narration and descriptions, incidental learning, visual materials, games, songs; on testing oral skills, reading, and writing; and on using a teacher's guide.


Advocates special texts for specialized backgrounds, citing a statistical survey of vocabulary needed to understand a Russian novel and a scientific text. Advocates survey of grammatical structures necessary to area of study.


A discussion of modern methods of teaching pronunciation, based on contrastive analysis and including recommendations for corrective and additional practice in the language laboratory.


A lecture presented by the Graduate School of Education of Harvard University, describing the necessity to re-evaluate aims and approaches in elementary school language teaching, both in English and in second languages.


Discusses the developments in language teaching and various methods. Includes sections on teaching pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, reading, conversation, composition, culture and civilization, and literature. Also discusses dictation and aural comprehension, audio-visual aids, tests and examinations, and the bases and objectives in language teaching.


Presents an outline for the integration of oral-aural techniques and reading-understanding skills.

A discussion and explanation of linguistics as a growing body of knowledge and theory, with comments on its application to language teaching.

A statement of linguistic principles and procedures in language study and a discussion of some fundamental features of languages. Non-technical vocabulary is used wherever possible and examples are drawn from languages of primary concern to missionaries.

Concise outline of linguistic views on the nature of language, the interference of patterns of the background language with those of the target language, methods of analyzing and describing languages, and techniques of bilingual comparisons. Bibliography appended.

Yearly reports of working committees on topics concerned with the classroom, the learner, the teacher, and current issues in language teaching.

Strongly recommends an exclusively oral beginning to the teaching of a foreign language and suggests practical ways of planning and conducting such a course, including the adaptation of existing text materials. The techniques recommended are for secondary schools.

One of the first books to advocate the oral method of teaching languages as it is now understood—not as haphazard everyday talk, but as "systematic,
graded dialogue-work to be carried on between teacher and pupil." Part I explains the method and its advantages both for schools and adults. Part II gives forms of work suitable for an oral course, with suggestions for "receptive" and "active" aspects of language learning.


"A review of the factors and problems connected with the learning and teaching of modern languages with an analysis of the various methods which may be adopted in order to attain satisfactory results." Though dated, still of great interest for the many insights it provides into the subject by one of the important reformers of language teaching.


An application of de Saussure's concepts of langue and parole to problems of language pedagogy, in particular to the students' building and internalizing of the new structural and semantic systems of the language to be learned.


Report of a controlled study with college students learning Japanese. Three orders of arrangement of material were compared, and the use of a text was assessed.


A discussion of the contributions of linguistics to language teaching. The author suggests two promising lines of development: the use of techniques of contrastive analysis for examining cross-cultural patterns and the development of the transformational model which constitutes a fundamental framework of culture.


Report of an international meeting in April, 1962. Topics are grouped under major sections on arguments for early second language learning, experiences and experiments, and recommendations for practice and research.


A comprehensive article on the "Berlitz Method," explaining its objectives, methods, and results. Examples mostly from German, French, and Spanish.

Examines programs and issues, including when language teaching should begin, how continuity can be achieved, what methods and techniques are effective, and how teachers can be prepared.


Written to accompany the teachers' manuals to the publisher's Aural-Oral Language Sequences textbooks on French, German, and Spanish. Describes the five stages of foreign language learning, problems of the second-level course, and features of second-level learning. Includes sections on the development of oral competence, reading skills, and writing skills; beginning formal study of grammar; and the teaching of cultural awareness.


A comprehensive volume deriving from the International Seminar organized by the Secretariat of UNESCO at Nuwara Eliya, Ceylon, in August 1953, and bringing together many different points of view and covering many aspects of language teaching. Contains valuable material on methodology in language teaching, audio-visual aids, psychological aspects of language teaching, the training of language teachers, textbooks, and language teaching to special groups.


Thirteen articles on teaching foreign languages in Soviet military schools, including military training in foreign language classes, teaching military translation, first year English without translation work, and use of games in foreign language instruction.


A discussion of the use of distortion of language data as a teaching device at the beginning stages to make foreign language learning more effective.

**TEACHING ENGLISH**

**GENERAL**


A new edition of a collection of essays reprinted from *English Language Teaching* [see entry under *PERIODICALS*]. Topics include the relation of language to man and society, designing a beginners' course, teaching pronunciation.
Discusses the reasons for and methods of introducing technical English into a university program.

Practical guidebook with brief suggestions for foreign teachers of English abroad. Concerned with the first five or six years of instruction.

A collection of articles by foreign language teachers in Soviet Railroad Workers' Schools. Includes discussions of: the English prefix out-, adverbs in modern English, technical English terminology, and vocabulary learning, as well as correspondence courses and testing in self-instructional courses.

Prepared by members of the staff of the English Language Teaching Institute at Allahabad. Suggestions for teaching the first three years of English in Indian junior high schools. Emphasis on oral work with sections on spoken English, reading, writing, composition, and the construction of tests and examinations. Contains dialogs, sample compositions, teaching charts, and grammatical explanations.

A pamphlet for the new teacher of English as a foreign language. Instructions are clear, practical, and keyed to the needs of adults of heterogeneous language backgrounds. Emphasis is on drill and practical dialog-situations for the beginners, with somewhat less detailed planning for intermediate and advanced pupils. Bibliography and annotated list of textbooks included.

The author suggests that British textbooks to be used abroad should be simplified and clarified to meet the needs of non-native speakers of English using the language as a medium of instruction for higher education.

Discussion of the problems encountered by a child learning English as a second language in progressing from oral language learning to instruction in reading. Offers practical suggestions to the teacher.

Discusses the advantages of introducing a foreign language early in school, the linguistic and psychological aspects of foreign language teaching in the elementary grades, teaching methods leading to aural-oral mastery of a language, use of audio-visual materials, and the preparation of structured drills.

An examination of the concept of the choral drill. Includes comments on effective use of choral drill for the dialogs, pronunciation drills, and pattern drills which are presented in the appendices.

Suggestions for controlled oral drills using group techniques. Sample drills in English based on experience in Thailand and Latin America.

Suggestions for effective use of conversation groups in class.

Designed as an aid to Arabic-speaking teachers of English in the first four years of English instruction in schools in the Middle East. Topics include an introduction to the oral method of language teaching, the use of the mother tongue, and teaching grammar, pronunciation, reading and writing.


A compact and useful handbook on various aspects and methods of teaching English as a foreign language. Takes four of the major methods, giving the advantages and disadvantages of each. Contains suggestions on the planning of English programs and a bibliography.

Discusses problems of classes with students of unequal abilities in English and suggests some solutions.

Written for the classroom teacher or the student preparing to become a teacher. Topics covered include presentation of English structure and types of drill, pronunciation drills, reading and writing English, spelling and testing. Contains many practical suggestions on the presentation of materials and includes sample lessons and pictures.

Suggestions on classroom procedures based on the author's experience as teacher and textbook writer. Chapters on general principles and the teaching of grammar, conversation, reading, vocabulary, and pronunciation. Bibliography of author's materials.


Report of a classroom demonstration of a plan for teaching and research. Two presentations for the teaching of spelling were given and measurements made of their effectiveness.


The book includes chapters on the oral approach as contrasted with traditional methods, controlled versus free conversation, and some information on the sounds of English for South African speakers. Also contains parts on the teaching of reading, poetry, literature, grammar, composition, and spelling.


Collective and individual activities connected with classroom procedures, choral speaking, and oral and written drills.


Attempts to bring together theories in general education, in foreign language teaching, and in the teaching of English as a foreign language. Some attention given to applied linguistics and drill techniques, but main emphasis on the activities approach, in which cultural orientation is as important an aim as language learning. Practical suggestions for teachers and supervisors.


A handbook of five self-contained chapters with specimen lessons for each. Topics covered include oral work, reading, and writing.


A practical guide for teachers who are non-native speakers of English. Contains suggestions on use of the blackboard and classroom activities, with chapters on teaching speech, reading, and writing.


*Part I* is a useful handbook of practical devices addressed especially to teachers whose native language is not English. *Part II* gives detailed sug-
gestions for a junior course, adaptable to even minimal teaching conditions. Part III deals with more advanced materials for a senior course.


Distinguishes the oral approach from the older oral "methods" by two features: (1) a more clearly defined goal for the beginning stage of learning—oral control of a limited amount of the language, and (2) carefully prepared materials arranged in the most efficient sequence.


A classic in this field. Contains much information on theories that lie behind the linguistic approach to the teaching and learning of English as a foreign language as developed at the English Language Institute in Michigan. The approach is mainly oral, based on contrastive structure study of the learner's language and English. Stress is laid on understanding and producing the "stream of speech," and making English forms and patterns automatic.


Useful for the wide range it covers in the field. Oral approach based on author's experience and on the works of Fries and Palmer. Sections on English phonology with full diagrams and explanations, and on expansion and control of vocabulary. Suggestions to the teacher on matters of speech training, word study, writing, reading, the place of grammar, and the place of literature. Classified bibliography.


Intended for teachers of English to comparatively advanced students whose mother tongue differs greatly from English. The topics treated include types of methods; psychological problems; the teaching of phonetics, intonation, vocabulary, and structural forms; intensive and extensive reading; and organizational problems. Bibliography.

George, H. V. "On Teaching and 'Un-Teaching'." ELT 17:1.16-20 (1962).

Describes the cancellation of previous imprinting of correct English as "un-teaching" and gives illustrations from classwork and textbooks.


A manual for teachers and student teachers of English as a second language. Deals with "two language skills only: listening and understanding, speaking and being understood." Teaches vocabulary of 500 words through games, pictures, and activities.

Discussing one of the problems in the application of transformational grammar to teaching. Examples of must, may, and ought to illustrate that formal and semantic paradigms do not always coincide.

A text on methodology recommending the oral approach through direct method techniques. The book contains many practical suggestions for teaching the four language abilities—hearing, speaking, reading, and writing. The chapters on the teaching of oral and written composition, reading for information, and problems in teaching literature are especially useful.

---
Written primarily for teachers of English as the mother tongue, but may be of interest and use to teachers of more advanced students of English as a second language. Along with broadly outlined "fundamental" and "subsidiary" principles, specific methods and concrete problems are discussed. Many practical suggestions in building up a command of English, enlargement of vocabulary, story telling, character drawing, descriptive sketches, oral and written composition, and précis writing. Bibliography.

Discusses the following three handicaps of Japanese language learners: (1) language differential, (2) social isolation, and (3) misconceptions about language and language teaching.

A collection of articles on language and language teaching with special reference to problems of teachers of English to speakers of Filipino languages.

A teacher's manual for teaching English to native speakers of Swedish. Includes numerous suggestions for structure practice using primarily question-and-answer and repetition drills. Oral approach.
Suggests nine drill types for classroom work with beginners.

Discusses the use of the classroom, picture material, the pupils’ experience, and texts for creating language-learning situations.

Suggestions for additional practice of patterns by use of classroom situations. Some examples of intonation, verb forms, and requests and commands.

Detailed suggestions for organizing oral work for drilling sequence of tenses in an English class.

Sets forth basic elements of the oral approach to dispel misunderstanding and confusion.

A discussion of new ideas on teaching English as a foreign language at various levels in Soviet middle schools. The theoretical part discusses methods of teaching a foreign language as a system. Subsequent chapters deal with teaching British English pronunciation, classifying the segments phonemes according to the degree of difficulty for a Russian speaker, grammar, lexicon, reading, writing, and methods of planning the instructional process in terms of the school year.

A collection of nine articles by Soviet teachers of English on their teaching experiences, including classroom techniques and extra-curricular language activities. Covers methods of teaching reading and oral comprehension in Soviet 8-year schools.

Discusses the importance of a carefully planned sequence of materials, including comments on grading sounds and vocabulary.

The author suggests that teachers of English as a second language who are non-native speakers of English can contribute a great deal to effective analysis of mistakes based on first language interference in the learning process.
A manual for teachers of English in Norway which discusses pedagogical problems in considerable detail. Describes and advocates a highly modified direct-method type of course for the elementary schools which permits use of mother-tongue and translation where necessary to check on pupils' understanding and use of grammatical explanations in moderation. Variety and activity emphasized.

An evaluation and observation of new methods and materials for modern language teaching as they apply to English. Suggests points to be taught in sequence, compares texts, and discusses approaches to teaching pronunciation, rhythm, and vocabulary.

Shows what a shipboard course for migrants and tourists to Australia can teach in terms of structures and vocabulary; discusses teaching problems and special techniques needed.

———. “What to Look for in a Method.” *ELT* 7:3.77-84 (1953); 8:3.45-58 (1953-54); 9:2.41-57 (1955).
An article in three parts on selection, grading, and presentation of materials.

Defines English as a foreign language as “English taught as a school subject or on an adult level solely for the purpose of giving the student a foreign language competence,” whereas English as a second language is used in those situations where English is the medium of instruction in school systems. Describes the need for increased U.S. activity in the latter area.

Discusses the contributions of linguistics to the oral approach in language teaching, with comments on the English teaching situations in Japan.

A review of some basic concepts in programmed learning and how they could be applied to the teaching of English as a second language.

Includes a discussion of the theory of foreign language teaching and a set of fifty oral lesson plans for the first weeks of a primary school English course. Extensive use of phonetic transcription. Includes an appendix on teaching aids.

Advocates the teaching of the spoken language, and discusses several points of difference between British and American English.


Comments on remedial work in English at the University of Rangoon. Includes diagnosis of problems and methods for correction.


Discusses the broader aspect of methodology within the framework of modern foreign language teaching theory. The last chapter discusses such problems as size of class, attitudes, discipline and qualifications of teachers of various levels.


Suggestions for the teacher on how to make lesson plans for specific teaching situations. Contains a descriptive list of oral drills and exercises and a bibliography.


A practical guide for teachers of oral English to foreigners. Discusses the teaching of number, measure, and quantity; tense; periods of time; and frequency and distance.


A discussion and list of formulas of greeting, giving instructions, etc. in the classroom situation.


Suggests that there is a great demand for technical English, which in written material concerns itself with description and definition, measurement, degree or proportion, and development and processes. Some suggestions for teachers and materials.


"Presenting and Drilling a New Unit." *ENL* 8:3.8-16 (1961).

A detailed lesson plan for the presentation of "Negative, Affirmative and
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Interrogative Patterns”— Unit 41 of English for Newcomers to Australia. [See entry under Australia, Commonwealth Office of Education, RLM:1.]

Report of a conference held in Washington, May 18-20, 1959, and sponsored by the Center for Applied Linguistics and the United States Information Agency in cooperation with the British Council. Topics of discussion included cultural content in language learning, audio-visual techniques, and teacher training.

A collection of papers on such topics as style, speech education, technical English, and English as a second language.

Detailed practical suggestions for Israeli elementary school teachers concerned with the fundamentals and application of the direct method. Deals with the teaching of writing, reading, vocabulary, and grammar; lesson structure; remedial teaching; discipline; and “teaching” games.

A guide for teachers of English in schools in India. Contains sections on a variety of topics including poetry, song, reading, translation, and grammar and composition.

Discusses dictation as a teaching method; describes and illustrates different types of dictation exercises.

Makes suggestions for planning advanced courses for university students and discusses problems of pre-testing English proficiency and of understanding American society.

These articles explore “the practical significance of the new views of the nature of language upon which the methods of structural linguistics are based.” The selections are divided into six sections: language learning, language teaching, grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary and testing.
Contains sections on teacher education, approach and technique, pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, reading, and composition. Contributions from many well-known authorities in the field.

Suggested topics for drills and situations to be used in teaching English to Filipino high school students.

Examples of interference from Tagalog, Javanese, Thai, Mandarin, and Japanese in learning English. The author emphasizes the necessity of specially written exercises which reflect the language background of the speaker.

A discussion of the place and goals of the use of repetition in the classroom. The author maintains that mere repetition is not second language learning.

Sizemore, Mamie, ed. A New Approach to Second Language Teaching. Phoenix, Ariz.: [State Department of Public Instruction, Division of Indian Education], 1962. 52 pp.
Discusses the problems and the instruction of bilingual children, with a section on the cultural conflicts of Indian children. Of particular interest to teachers of English as a foreign language are the sections "Comparisons between Native Languages and English" and "Materials for Students Learning English as a Foreign Language."

Presents effective techniques for classroom note-taking with comments on content and style.

Primarily intended for untrained Americans who find themselves called upon to teach English to foreigners. It gives brief information on techniques and materials that have been developed by specialists in the field. The first section gives specific advice on classroom activities and some sample lessons. The second part briefly discusses the English language from a structural linguistic point of view, including phonology, grammar, and some sample exercises. An appendix gives references for grammatical information from three sources: Structural Notes and Corpus (ACLS), El Inglés Hablado
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(Agard) and Patterns of English Sentences (Michigan). Bibliography included.


Discusses the use of an "emic" approach in teaching techniques, so that teachers may be able to maintain a controlled cycle of activity which will promote progress and hold the students' interest.


For initial training of new language teachers and for in-service use by experienced teachers. Treats three selected topics: English Phonology, Fundamentals of Grammar, Basic Types of Drill. Frequent exercises and discussion questions assist the user in acquiring skills and in keeping check on his own progress.


A clear, simple statement of modern concepts of spoken language. Written mainly for teachers of English or the vernacular in Africa but applicable elsewhere. Discusses language learning and some practical problems in language teaching. Contains bibliography and full list of gramophone records for use in speech training.

"The Teaching of a New Structure." ENL 8:2. 2-7 (1961).

A typical lesson outline with comments and examples for teaching affirmative, interrogative, and negative sentence patterns.


Examines the nature of difficulties of Egyptian Arabic-speaking students in matters of pronunciation, tone, rhythm, and stress. Advocates an oral approach as a beginning to language teaching. Section on classroom methods.


Proceedings of a conference held at the University of Michigan, July 28-30, 1957. Includes papers on and discussion of field reports by returning Fulbright grantees concerning problems and preparation of materials for teaching English as a second language, linguistic problems in relation to preparation of teaching materials, desiderata in programs for linguistics and teacher training, conclusions and recommendations.

To accompany the American Council of Learned Societies' Spoken English Series. [See entries under American Council of Learned Societies in this volume and under American Council of Learned Societies, RLM:1.]

Descriptions and samples of various drills.

Discusses six sets of English teaching materials for adult learners in the classroom and at home.


Presents the "realistic method" of language learning and describes "the construction of teaching material designed to test it."

Seven articles on reading, the teaching of grammar, and testing.

Practical suggestions for handling problems that may arise from factors of class size, climate, classroom facilities, and training of the teacher.

A practical handbook with suggestions for the teaching of sounds (some simple contrasts between Tamil, Sinhalese and English) for teachers in Ceylon who are not native speakers of English. A large part of the booklet is devoted to classroom techniques and suggestions for games, story-telling, dramatization, and various activities and exercises.

Compares the needs of a student of technical English with those of a student of literature.
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The author suggests that lack of ability in the language of instruction is sometimes mistakenly blamed when foreign students encounter difficulty with class work. Lack of proper study habits, including note-taking and rapid reading, may be at fault and special courses may be required to teach these skills.

PRONUNCIATION


Suggests that transcription used for pedagogical purposes should be accurate, consistent, complete, and economical. Some approximation to background spelling desirable. Most illustrations from Tagalog and Spanish.


A discussion of the systematic grading of phonic interference, illustrated by the English of a native German speaker.


Proposes a phonemic transcription system for teaching English pronunciation to speakers of Japanese.


Lists examples of final clusters consisting of two to five consonants with suggestions for teaching their pronunciation to foreign students.


Non-technical discussion concerned with British English clusters and the teaching of them to foreign students.


Discusses the phonetic transcription used by Daniel Jones in An English Pronouncing Dictionary and the problem of using this system to indicate vowel length and vowel quality when teaching English pronunciation.


A reprint from English Language Teaching 2:4-6 (1948); 3:1 (1948). Based on standard British English, this is a discussion of intonation and its
relation to stress, emphasis, pitch contrast, and the various tone levels. Numerous examples are given with intonation markings. Drills, exercises, and "ear training dictation" are suggested for classroom use. Tone indications are based on IPA system.


Discusses exaggerating the difference between a feature of English and a feature in the language of the student which is assumed to be most similar to the English feature.

The author comments on the importance of recognition drills before production in pronunciation practice.


Discusses the disadvantages of the "common" dictionary and the advantages of the "pronouncing" dictionary with IPA transcription as an aid to pronunciation.

"'Sound Advice': Articles 1 to 16." ENL 9:2.1-31 (1963).
A collection of the sixteen "Sound Advice" articles published in this journal since January 1958. Sounds usually treated in minimal contrasts with phonetic descriptions and suggestions for production and recognition drills.

Discusses the role of linguistic and pedagogical insights in teaching a pronunciation problem. Includes a lesson plan for teaching English pronunciation to Persian speakers.

Prepared for the Department of Education, San Juan, Puerto Rico, primarily for teachers of English who are not native speakers of the language. May be used in classes or for self-study. First part gives general information on problems of pronunciation and the phonology of English. The second part
contains exercises on vowel contrasts, consonant contrasts, and intonation and rhythm. Selected bibliography.

Based on experiences with the teaching of English to Puerto Ricans.

GRAMMAR AND USAGE

Differentiates two types of spoken language: spoken prose and conversation. Suggests that what has been described and most often taught is spoken prose and that more attention be given to conversation.

A set of twenty pattern practices, originally developed for use with Italian students of English, on the presence and absence of "the" in American English usage. Defines two kinds of "the"—restrictive and lexical.


Recommends that grammar be carefully selected and graded in presentation to students, with increased emphasis on lexical and phonetic exercises.

A justification for the study of formal grammar to help students understand how systems of human communication work.

The author suggests that everyday expressions and idioms of polite usage (thank you, excuse me, etc.) be taught early and used frequently in the English class so that they are learned in natural context and usage becomes habitual.

A description of reported speech and some suggestions and exercises for teaching it.
Suggests concentration on syntax and grammar of the language in order to avoid misuse of idioms by foreign students.


Examples of a drill for “time and place” which elicits strong student response and is used to teach the perfect tense. Material taken from *English for Newcomers to Australia* [see entry under Australia, Commonwealth Office of Education, RLM/J].


The transformation of statements into yes-no questions is used to illustrate proportional drill.

Divides nouns into nine classes on the basis of the positions they can fill in sentence patterns. Suggestions to teachers and textbook writers on the use of this classification and the order of presentation.

An analysis of English articles in terms of the nouns which determine them. Nouns are classified as proper and common, with common nouns divided into countable and non-countable.

Describes four types: straight pattern practice, progressive pattern practice, substitution-concord, and question-and-answer drills.

Suggestions given to clarify confusion in the use of terms tense and time in teaching English.

A script of a broadcast for Philippine teachers of English, May 16, 1961, with Dorothy Danielson as advisor and organizer. About half the program
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is theoretical (noun constructs) and the other half informal practice on the
"... is too," "... isn't, either" constructions, all in dialog form.

Natividad, Marina A. "A Lesson Plan on Complements." *MSTEQ* 12:4.23-6
(1962).

Sample lesson with comments on aims, subject matter, and procedure.


Presents English grammar as an intricate system of recurring structural
patterns. Part I describes some of the most frequent English structures; Part
II offers a plan of procedure for presenting structural grammar to native
speakers of English in the upper elementary grades and in high school.


Suggests that one of the main objectives of teachers of English as a foreign
language should be to encourage students to theorize about linguistic prob-
lems and to state their findings clearly.


A discussion and definition of the traditional parts of speech, with comments
supporting traditional grammar as opposed to the structural approach.

Paterno, Adelaida. "Answering the Question-Tag Question." *MSTEQ* 12:3.44-6
(1962).

Suggestions for teaching the tag question to native speakers of Tagalog and
Hiligaynon in Filipino high schools.


Suggestions and a lesson plan for teaching English modification structures
through use of a passage from literature.


A discussion of and suggested lesson on the passive voice.


Presents eleven "patterns using infinitives" with suggestions for correct
usage.

Pool, Alice M. "How to Use Programmed Drills Designed for Programmed

A description of a program on English intonation of attached questions.

"Question Tags." *ENL* 5:1.2.13 (1956).

The importance of question tags is stressed and an order for teaching them
suggested. Reference to *English for Newcomers to Australia* [see entry
under Australia, Commonwealth Office of Education, *RLM:*I].
Dr. describes teaching indirect speech through use of match-stick figures drawn on a blackboard.


"Situations and Vocabulary in Relation to Patterns." ENL 8:3.2-8 (1961).
Suggestions to the teacher on choice of the proper vocabulary and situations for teaching sentence patterns.

A recommendation for teaching nouns in the context of phrases or sentences, not in isolation, in order to facilitate learning the correct agreement of subject and verb.

VOCABULARY

Limited and careful teaching of cognates can be a useful way of expanding the student's vocabulary in a second language. Examples from English and Spanish.

Discusses the form, meaning, distribution, and classification of words. Attempts to clarify and classify problems in language teaching which arise from differences in vocabularies of various languages.

Vocabulary exercises for deriving the meaning of words from context clues and sentence, word, and phonetic structure. Based on texts used in Filipino secondary schools.

Gives distribution and frequency of "content words" with practical suggestions to teachers using these texts in India.

Written in answer to Lado's article "Patterns of Difficulty in Vocabulary"
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(see entry above under Lado, Robert). Discusses difference between a reading and an active (speaking) vocabulary. Gives suggestion on the drawing up of a "plateau" vocabulary for speech and advocates separating the teaching of reading and speaking after the first stage of learning the language.

READING

Barnard, G. L. "Reading to the Class 'With E...ression'." ELT 9:1.24-30 (1954).


Introductory essays on reading with texts and reading material for children whose native language is English. Begins with the most regularly-spelled monosyllabic words, cumulatively increasing in difficulty. Essays by Barnhart, Robert C. Pooley, Bloomfield, and George P. Faust. Index to all words in lessons.


Practical suggestions for concentrated practice in teaching reading of particular structures.


Advocates specific training in the art of reading after beginning stages of language learning. Discusses "extensive" and "intensive" reading with suggestions to teachers.


Reports the results of rapid reading courses based on materials prepared by Harvard University and Carborundum, Ltd., and recommends improvements in material and presentation.


A discussion of the factors involved in learning to read, with suggestions for teachers of English as a foreign language.


Discusses aims of teaching reading, underlying principles, the need for simplified reading material, and the presentation of two reading lessons.


The author discusses the importance of the correct attitude toward reading. The teachers participating in the experiment were encouraged to read good modern books, and as a result they became aware of the connection between reading habits and the quality of their spoken and written English.

An attempt to lay the foundation for an integrated program that would provide materials for beginning reading and the continued development of reading skills. Included are survey chapters on theory and practice in the teaching of reading and the history of language study, and chapters on the nature of the reading process, English spelling, and the methods and materials through which the process of learning to read may be accomplished. Although concerned with the teaching of reading to English speaking children, much of the material should prove of interest to teachers of English as a foreign language.


The first volume, a manual, is designed for teachers of reading improvement courses at the secondary school and university levels, primarily in the developing countries. Includes comments on method, a course outline, and lecture material. The second volume, a drill book, contains reading passages within a vocabulary range of 2000 words, questions to determine comprehension levels, and charts for recording progress.


Describes the writer's successful experiments with the Word or Sentence Method which is based on teaching children to associate pictures, meanings, and pronunciation with written shapes of words or short sentences.


The author distinguishes between learning to read in a first and second language. He emphasizes the importance of the class-reader in second-language learning as a means of building up the student's stock of vocabulary and structures.


Suggests "some of the ways in which an understanding of the nature of language and its relation to the writing system can contribute to efficiency in the teaching of reading."


Explores the relationships between reading instruction in Spanish and English in Puerto Rico. Suggestions on helping the reading process in English.


Discusses some of the problems in improving the reading ability of Japanese students in their native language as well as in English.
Describes the importance of reading comprehension in preparation for examination papers and offers examples of comprehension exercises.

Practical suggestion on how to make reading part of language learning.

The author gives some suggestions for handling classes in reading.


**COMPOSITION, SPELLING, WRITING**

Samples of children's compositions written with minimum dependence on the teacher.

Lesson plans for first through fourth years.


Points out the necessity of reading and writing at the intermediate level and makes a number of suggestions for teaching composition.

Suggests that imaginative compositions are preferable to narrative ones and that using a piece by an English author on the same subject may be a good model and reference.


Advice on letter writing for foreign students of English. Includes chapters on layout, useful sentences for private letters, format and style for business correspondence, and suggestions for telegrams.

Suggestions on how to improve content of students' essays.
Describes a combination technique of dictation and composition for use as a class exercise, or as a diagnostic or placement test.


Marquardt, William F. "Composition and the Course in English for Foreign Students." *CCC* 7:1.35-40 (1956).


The author compares the punctuation systems of English and four Germanic languages and states four principles of punctuation based on structural characteristics.

Suggests the utilization of multiple substitution exercises as a method of controlled habit formation in composition classes.

A survey of preparation for and actual assignment of various types of English writing practice in Cuba. The types involved are the paraphrase, the precis, outlining, sentences, and paragraphs.

Errors detected are classified and listed, and suggestions and recommendations are made for correcting them. A short materials list.

Covers approximately 3300 words "commonly used by Primary School pupils in their written work." Six word groups for ages 7 to 12 graded for difficulty.

Suggestions on the selection, level of difficulty, and number of words to be included on spelling tests, with comments on the purposes and presentation of such tests.

Discusses the problem of teaching English rhetoric abroad, based on experience at the University College of the West Indies, Jamaica.

Describes the technique of having students develop a theme filling half an exercise book in a three-month period.

Suggests a standardized method for correction of students' written work.

Concerned with standards of present-day written literary English for foreign students.

Practical suggestions, devices, and some rules to help achieve correct spelling.

The recommendations of two conferences on the teaching of English in middle and high schools in India. Includes schemes of composition for middle and high schools, notes and discussions on various topics connected with the teaching and correcting of compositions.

Literature

Subject of lesson is Wordsworth's poem "The Daffodils."


The author suggests choosing literature which is within the linguistic capability of the students rather than using simplified literature.

The authors maintain that the value of teaching literature to a foreign student lies in its relevance to his life. They suggest beginning with works which have an African setting so that literature courses move from the
familiar to the unfamiliar and the study of literature becomes a living experience.


The main objective of teaching English literature abroad is seen as offering “standards whereby the use of language can be judged.”


A guide for teachers of advanced English and English literature courses in Hong Kong. Includes description of the works prescribed for the 1962 Hong Kong English School Certificate English Language and Literature Examinations, and discussion on the teaching of language, the novel, poetry, and Shakespeare with synopses of the materials and teaching suggestions.


The author discusses the need for appropriate selections in English literature for students in Ceylon. She maintains that readings should represent the variety of English most useful to the student and should reflect a background understandable to the student without a great deal of explanation.


Discusses some basic principles which underlie the selection of literary work for use in the English language classroom.


The author suggests that an English literature course for non-native speakers of English be different from one for native speakers. The language of the student can be used to teach the theories of English poetry, while English can be used to analyze the language of the poem itself and to demonstrate how it differs from ordinary speech patterns in English.


Advocates the use of Filipino literature written in English to provide cultural orientation and language practice.


Examines the problems involved in teaching English poetry to university students in India and suggests concentration on English as a means of communication.


Maintains that teaching should concentrate on the language with literature supplying added interest.
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Using C. P. Snow’s The New Men, the author lists several passages and describes two cultural interpretations of each. Suggestions for using cultural translation in the classroom are given.

Extracts from the proceedings of a conference held in 1962 under the auspices of the British Council. Topics included techniques, syllabuses, and examinations for English literature in universities, in adult education in schools, and in the training of teachers of English.

Advocates using prose selections reflecting the students’ own cultural background at first, with simplification of texts through control of vocabulary and structure.

Discusses, from the point of view of British public examinations, the selection of set books and the problem of how to use literature as an aid to language teaching.

TEACHING AIDS

GENERAL

Articles selected from Visual Education. Each one deals with the application of a specific method such as still pictures, films, radio, and television.

Contains practical suggestions for the making and use of simple aids as well as more sophisticated and costly media.

Comments on selection of equipment, effects of tropical conditions, and suggested safeguards.

A collection of articles by experts in the field of mass communication media throughout the world. Includes sections on theoretical and social implications of new media and education, inventions and research, and the use of new media in thirteen countries. Contains a case study on machines and the teaching of foreign languages in the U.S.A.

Discusses pictures, plastigraphs, films, and tape recordings for classroom use.

The author presents a theory of electronic language teaching and its application.

A review of recent developments in teaching modern foreign languages, bringing up-to-date the special issue of *AVI* devoted to that subject in September, 1959. [See entry below under What Do We Know About Teaching Modern Foreign Languages?]

A description of the technological developments in the field of audio-visual instruction.

A collection of articles by specialists in the field of audio-visual teaching aids and by teachers reporting successful classroom techniques in the use of AV equipment. Includes comments on records, tape recorders, television, films and teaching machines.

Discusses the tape recorder as a teaching aid for pronunciation, structure, and controlled conversation in English, with comments on the preparation of visual aids for the classroom.


A text intended for teachers of foreign languages in the United States. Treats such subjects as the blackboard, dramatization, and pictures. Includes sections on the use of films, filmstrips, phonograph records, tape recorders, the radio, television, and the foreign language laboratory.
Information on a variety of audio-visual equipment adapted for use in overseas teaching situations. Includes comments on availability, price, and size.

A collection of articles on learning theories and their relationship to instructional materials. Includes discussions of gestalt and stimulus-response psychology, motivation and the communication processes, and human learning and audio-visual education.

Lists eighteen kinds of teaching aids, primarily visual, which are available and inexpensive.

Discusses the assumptions underlying the use of audio-visual aids in modern language teaching.

Outlines various types of aids and tests. Classifies aids into visual, reading, mechanical, practical, and social. Last section describes testing.

An entire issue in which questions are answered by experienced teachers and administrators. Contents include: some basic concepts, administrative problems; room location, room treatment and furniture; equipment and costs; materials; techniques; evaluation; bibliography; equipment directory.

**SONGS, GAMES, RHYMES**

A collection of graded rhymes designed to provide oral practice for children at the introductory level of English. Stressed syllables and some pauses indicated by accent marks and lines. Teacher's book offers suggestions for use of the material and gives notes on each rhyme.

Crossword puzzles for intermediate foreign students, graded on the basis of
the 500 most common words of the Thorndike-Lorge list. Solutions are at the end of the volume.

Explains and recommends "The Parson's Cat," a familiar game, which has the advantages of pattern practice in disguise.

Presents some brief, practical hints on the use of diaries, games, advertisements, and puppets.

Graded reviews of vocabulary, spelling, and sentence patterns. Thirty puzzles in each part.

Harter, Helen. _English is Fun_. Tempe, Ariz., 1960. 82 pp.
A series of games, illustrations, songs, and rhymes for young non-English speaking children in Arizona. Instructions to teacher in use of text and suggestions for classroom activities. Available to organizations, but not to individuals.


A collection of well-known British songs for both children and adults to be used as practice for the sentence-structures of English.

A description of twenty-four games which should help to bring interest to the language lessons and yet give reading and language drill.

Suggestions for a variety of language games, starting with ones suitable for children who have had only two or three lessons, and going on to complicated speech-writing games. Both team games and non-team games included.

Suggests use of a game called "Alibi" to provide student practice in using the question form of the simple past tense.

An audio-visual aid in the form of a card game to elicit various structures in various contexts.
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TELEVISION, RADIO, FILMS

A discussion of the didactic, linguistic, and psychological aspects of "televised instruction" and "instructional television." Considers the characteristics of TV as a medium of instruction. Bibliographical references.


A description of an experimental series of broadcasts of fairly simple material begun near Accra. The project was considered a success in providing students with an active model of standard English.


O'Connor, Patricia. "A Film Strip for Pattern Drill." LL 5:1.2.43-7 (1953-54).
The advantages of using film strips of stick figure drawings to teach pattern drills at the introductory level.

AURAL

Collection of the papers presented at a conference held in New York City, November, 1960, and sponsored by the Foreign Language Program Research Center of the Modern Language Association of America. Included are discussions of materials, techniques, testing, and equipment.

Gives suggestions for the use of various audio aids, especially the tape recorder.

A discussion of three stages of complexity in language laboratories, their role as a tool of the teacher in a language learning program, and suggestions regarding their proper and effective use.

Suggests that some of the gaps created by shortage of teachers can be filled by untrained volunteers along with the use of laboratories and other audio-visual aids, especially those which do not require unwieldy, expensive, and complicated hardware.


Primarily concerned with the most effective use of equipment and procedures of program and operation. Current textbooks for use in language laboratories; invention of techniques, structure drills, testing tapes and new development; textual materials and teaching machines were discussed.


A study of effective systems of language laboratory equipment and their technical specifications. Included are a glossary of tape recording terms with many illustrative drawings, a list of advantages a language laboratory can provide, and general and specific technical specifications for the purchase and installation of a language laboratory.


A series of planning procedures with consideration of administrative, technical, and pedagogical factors. References to the literature and a bibliography are included.


A practical treatment of the language laboratory, its use, organization, and administration. Sections on "hardware" describe the various types, their functions, their advantages and disadvantages as pedagogical tools. Suggestions for lesson programming, lesson design, visual materials, and testing. Bibliography.


A booklet offering some practical guidelines for teachers and administrators in planning and operating language laboratories. Emphasizes the instructional role of the laboratory.

A simplified guide for the use and maintenance of tape recorders. Material includes a "Checklist for Possible Trouble Sources," diagrams, a list of recording terms, and numerous comments on equipment, operation, and copying procedures.


A careful evaluation of what the language laboratory can and should do in a language program as an adjunct to the classroom.


A discussion of the extent to which the language laboratory and the teacher-on-tape can perform the teaching functions of model, guide, and monitor.


Traces developments in the methodology of teaching correct pronunciation, particularly the contributions of applied linguistics and technological aids to the problem. Gives extensive information on methodological and other developments in Europe and the U.S.


A text giving much useful technical information on the use and maintenance of the laboratory in schools and colleges in the U.S. Illustrations taken mostly from French. Contains a discussion of basic principles of sound recording, operating a language laboratory, specifications for the language laboratory, and various types of language laboratory installations. Also sections describing a French basic course, and specialized courses in literature, phonetics, stylistics, civilization, and simultaneous interpretation.


A discussion of basic types of laboratory practice: listening-comprehension, mimicry-memorization, creative, and self-evaluation. Examples of exercises in English of all four types. Emphasis on the preparation of pattern drills for use in class or laboratory.

Specifies terminal objectives for an integrated foreign language program in a specific school system and the kind of equipment needed to achieve these objectives.


Major topics of discussion included techniques, experimental materials, research, financing, planning, and developments in the field of the language laboratory. Participants included experts in the areas of linguistics, language teaching, and audio-visual aids.


Topics include equipment, methods and techniques, and programming language instruction for teaching machines.


Laboratory procedures discussed in terms of the aural-oral objective, the grammar objective, the remedial function, and the laboratory atmosphere.


A discussion of the emergence of the language laboratory in Britain and of the provision of suitable teaching materials.


This practical guide for modern language teachers provides specific descriptions of techniques and procedures for the classroom, language laboratory, and related activities. Teaching techniques as well as administrative and mechanical techniques relating to the operation of language laboratories are discussed. Problems and exercises for every chapter.


Concerned mainly with the teaching of English as a foreign language and with equipment or materials available in the United Kingdom. After a short general introduction on the use of aural aids and a list of books and periodicals devoted to the subject, there is a section on techniques of the use of the gramophone, the tape recorder, the radio and sound films. The
remainder of the text deals with practical advice on buying aural aids and on maintaining them in tropical climates. Contains a catalogue of gramophone records suitable for use in teaching English.

A description of the French program at Indiana University in which the laboratory serves as a teaching machine. This frees the teacher to lead students to display the material acquired in the laboratory in a simulation of a natural context.

VISUAL

Suggests purposes, size and layout, and materials for the teacher's construction of wallcharts.

Classroom devices and games for teaching a foreign language, especially to small children. Materials are readily available, and the approaches are realistic and practical.


Classifies visual aids by function in teaching, i.e. things for talking about and things for talking with in demonstration situations.

Suggests that visual materials aid in creating a classroom climate in which language, culture, and concepts can be combined.

A collection of articles, some dealing with specific types of aids, and some with the application of various aids to specific subject areas and levels of education. Contains a chapter with bibliography on English as a foreign language.

Deals with problems which may be encountered in producing visual aids for countries in Africa because of cross-cultural differences in the understanding of shape and color.
Suggests the use of line drawings stressing a single fact or situation for laboratory practice in order to elicit only the desired response from the picture stimulus.

Flannelgraph as an Aid to Teaching and Training. (Publication No. 6.)
Description of the construction and use of flannelgraphs for educational purposes.

Discussion of some criteria which should be considered in making visual materials for teaching purposes.

Discusses in simple English the broad field of visual aids in teaching. One chapter deals with “Visual Methods and the Teaching of Language and Literature”; others describe the making of visual aids; problems of use; and preservation.

Gives suggestions for the use of color slides for lessons or series of lessons and for formal tests of listening, reading, speaking and writing.

A discussion of the overhead projector for transparencies, especially as a tool to replace the blackboard.

Illustrates effective techniques of blackboard drawing.

Discussion concerned mainly with Basic English and the use of pictures in English through Pictures by the same authors [see Richards, I. A., RLM:J].

A discussion of the teaching of British English in relation to its cultural setting. The author describes a set of materials in the form of a “study-box” prepared by the British Council entitled An Introduction to Britain.
Preparation and Analysis of Materials


Assumes that since language derives its meaning from situations, the foreign language teacher's task is to provide actual or vicarious experience which may supply the context of the words. Deals with literary materials with the advanced student in view and is concerned with development of recognition vocabulary. Bibliography.


This volume, sometimes referred to as the "General Form," although not intended for use as a textbook itself, is the basis of the ACLS Spoken English Series. [See entry under American Council of Learned Societies, RLM:1.] It provides detailed class directions, material for dialogs and practice, transcription, grammatical notes, etc., for adaptation into the languages of the various volumes. Uses Trager-Smith notation. Not available for general use at this time.


A few practical suggestions on the selection and organization of materials for teaching vocabulary and structure at an early stage.


Discusses the various techniques utilized by editors in simplifying literature for students of English as a foreign language.


Gives reasons why regular freshman readers are often unsuitable for foreign students and advocates use of modern materials from the students' own language or world literature.


Critical analysis of the American Council of Learned Societies' textbooks of Spoken English based on a study of *Structural Notes and Corpus: A Basis for the Preparation of Materials to Teach English as a Foreign Language*. [See entries under American Council of Learned Societies in this volume and under American Council of Learned Societies, RLM:1.]
Fal'kovič, M. M. Лексический справочник по английскому языку [Lexical Guide for English]. Moscow: Foreign Languages Pub. House, 1961. 353 pp. Contains the active vocabulary taught in the first five years of English in Soviet Foreign Language Departments and Institutes. In the first part, words are presented in alphabetical order with Russian equivalents; in the second part, they are classified according to year.


——— and Agnes C. Fries. Foundations for English Teaching. Tokyo: Kenkyusha, 1961. xiii, 382 pp. Detailed representation of the oral approach. Contains a corpus of basic essentials of English structure for each of the three years of the lower secondary schools in Japan. Intended to be used as basis for the construction of English textbooks and teachers' guides for Japan, but helpful also to those organizing their own materials.


Hornby, A. S. "Structural Patterns in Language Learning and Teaching." Praxis 10:1.1-6 (1963). A discussion of the importance of structural patterns and of situational drills in which to practice them. The author suggests that a syllabus listing the patterns of a language can best be prepared after a contrastive analysis has been completed.

———. The Teaching of Structural Words and Sentence Patterns. 3 vols. London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1959-62. A presentation of teaching items for an English course for children of age ten or over. The material is separated into three stages, each a separate volume. It includes explanations to the teacher and suggestions for techniques of classroom procedure. Items are graded but are adjustable in order of presentation to suit a given syllabus or difficulties presented by the learner's native language. There are intonation guides in all three volumes, and stages two and three contain a cumulative index of structural and 'heavy duty' words.
Material is not oriented toward any particular language background or geographical area.


A report of an examination of vocabulary content of texts used in schools in India. It includes an outline guide on how to examine the vocabulary of a textbook.


A report of a vocabulary test based on the New Kashmir Reader No. 1, to ascertain the effectiveness of the reader in teaching vocabulary in India.


A consideration of the value of graded and restricted vocabularies of English words and of the principles behind such grading and selection. Suggestions are made regarding the classroom use of particular vocabularies. Bibliographical footnotes.


A study of the verbs of Michael West's General Service List with 25 of them listed. Frequency, patterns, and grade level at which they are to be introduced are indicated.


A study conducted at Columbia University to determine the vocabulary needs of foreign students enrolled in programs of higher education in the U.S. Ten of the textbooks used in courses at Teachers College served as the basis for the vocabulary count. Students used were Afghans. Study showed that greatest difficulty is presented by words describing technical terms. Results provide guidelines for preparation of a special dictionary.


The author indicates guidelines for the preparation of language texts.

Recognizes the need for linguistically oriented textbooks and reviews the criteria the teacher may consider in making a choice.


Lists requirements of the student of science and technology and suggests some restrictions to be observed in constructing texts using Factual English.


Explains the nature and purpose of *A General Service List of English Words* by the same author [see entry p. 19]. Points out how it can be useful in drawing up minimum adequate vocabularies for various purposes, circumstances, and areas.
Preparation of Teachers

Emphasizes the importance of understanding the culture as well as the language background of individual students.

A general introduction to the teaching of English in Ethiopia prepared for the graduating seniors of the Harar Teacher Training College. Contains sections on the authors' approach to the problem of language generally, the teaching of oral English, reading, and spelling and writing. Although not exhaustive, the pamphlet gives some useful information on the special phonological and orthographical problems of Ethiopian students.

Discusses seminars and workshop projects in the preparation of qualified non-native teachers of English as a foreign language. Particular reference is made to a seminar in Barcelona, Spain.

Includes a detailed course syllabus and specification for examination.

Discusses the useful information gained from the briefing courses given to primary school teachers in Ghana on the use of English as a medium of instruction.

Suggests that knowledge of facts is not sufficient for future teachers. Emphasis should be placed on the education of teachers as people. Suggests activities that teachers might undertake to widen their interests, develop their judgment, and enrich their understanding of people.

The author feels that the training of language teachers should include modern linguistic studies, the psychology of language learning and methodology of language teaching.
An Investigation into the Need for and the Nature of a Content Course in English for Prospective Secondary Grade Teachers. Madras: South India Teachers Union, Council of Educational Research, 1960. 40 pp.

Report of an experimental course designed to increase the language proficiency and pedagogical competence of prospective teachers of the first year of English in Indian primary and middle schools. Includes a detailed account of the program, an estimate of the results, and a section on conclusions and recommendations.


Prepared to aid in interpreting the five films in the series of the same title. The purpose of the series is explained, and the content of each film is summarized. Suggestions of points to watch for, questions for discussion, and topics for investigation are given for each film. Includes a selected bibliography and the Modern Language Association's "Qualifications for Teachers of Modern Foreign Languages."


Discusses limitations of the non-native teacher of English.


A report on changes since 1956 in the preparation of foreign language teachers. Adoption of the audio-lingual method and goals of practical mastery of the language have resulted in work on a new curriculum and a retraining program for teachers.


A collection of papers on training rural school teachers in Brazil, the Gold Coast, India, and Mexico. Each section has a bibliography and a conclusion or appendix. It is particularly interesting for those who might be involved in training projects for teachers of English abroad, since second language conditions vary greatly.


In addition to linguistic preparation, the teacher should be prepared to cope with intercultural differences which sometimes have linguistic correlates. Such preparation should combine "the sensitivity of the well-read person, the breadth of the cultural historian and the objectivity of the cultural anthropologist."

Presents a discussion of the language learning and teaching obligations of Peace Corps Volunteers and an outline of concepts and skills desirable for teachers of English as a second language.


Discusses the situation in regard to the teaching of English as a second language in Korea, with a section on "Barriers to Progress." The plans and procedure of monthly workshops for Korean high school English teachers are described, and the materials used in these workshops are presented.

Miller, D. C. "Knowing the Language." TEd 1:2.32-9 (1960).

Discusses special additional training needed by the teacher of English as a second language. Examples taken from Nigerian situation. Contains suggestions for oral practice and comments on level of proficiency required for successful teaching.


Suggests that prospective teachers in secondary schools in West Africa receive practice in primary school teaching because of its emphasis on oral training, and that they be trained to analyze the relationship between the literary technique used by an author and the experience he is expressing.


Cites and discusses four fundamental requirements: (a) some measure of linguistic sophistication; (b) a clear knowledge of what has to be taught; (c) an ability to use oral techniques by which it may be taught; (d) an accurate and flexible oral command of the language to a level sufficient for that purpose.


Outlines minimal, good, and superior qualifications in aural understanding, speaking, reading, writing, language analysis, culture, and professional preparation.


An account of two seminars for Japanese teachers of English. The seminars consisted of an experimental course in intensive training of teachers in the use of text materials specially prepared for their pupils and the oral approach in teaching English. Detailed account of participants, procedures, text materials, schedule followed, and the rationale behind the experiment. Of interest
to those engaged in helping inadequately prepared teachers improve their
teaching and command of English.

Discusses the training of English teachers for the territories formerly ad-
ministered by Britain.

Describes the background and preparation of special BBC programs broad-
cast under the above title as "refresher courses" for relatively untrained
teachers in Asia and Africa.

Description of a teacher training course conducted primarily for Asian
teachers of English by the Department of Education of the University of
Sydney.

Smith, D.A. "The Madras 'Snowball': An Attempt to Retrain 27,000 Teachers

Van Syoc, Bryce. "Teacher Training with Closed-Circuit Television." LL
9:3.3-4.13-16 (1959).
Describes closed-circuit television used as a means of observing model classes
in the Intensive Course at the English Language Institute at the University of
Michigan. Discusses its advantages over direct observation.

Wayment, H. V., ed. English Teaching Abroad and the British Universities.
Extracts from the proceedings of the conference held under the auspices of
the British Council on University Training and Research in the Teaching of
English as a Second/Foreign Language at Nutford House, London, on
December 15-17, 1960.

Discusses individual problems such as the location of practice-teaching, super-
vision, the demonstration lesson, and the criticism lesson.
Language Testing

GENERAL


A pamphlet which sketches the history of foreign language achievement measurement and surveys the various approaches which have been made, including a survey of types of foreign language achievement tests. Gives an outline of recommended procedures in developing achievement tests suitable in different situations. Appendix contains a list of available achievement tests in foreign languages (including English as a foreign language) and a bibliography of books and articles on the subject.


A discussion of the screening procedures used by military and government programs for intensive foreign language training of personnel. Various tests are described, and the conditions under which they are valid are investigated, with data presented in charts, tables, and reliability coefficients. Language aptitude is defined under four headings: phonetic coding, grammatical sensitivity, rote memorization ability, and inductive language learning ability. The appendix contains brief descriptions of 27 tests.


A test designed to predict ease and rapidity in foreign language learning. Sections on purpose, administration, scoring standardization and norms, and statistical information. Also suggested uses of the MLAT for selection and placement.


A comprehensive discussion of the construction and use of language tests. Based on the theory that items of difficulty are isolable through a comparison of the mother tongue and target language which makes tests more valid, reliable, economical, and easy to administer. Suggests types of items and gives the theory and practice of refining and standardizing tests. Sections on the theory and strategy of language testing, testing the elements of language, testing the integrated skills, and refining and using tests.

Although this book discusses achievement and aptitude tests for native speakers of English, some of the theoretical and practical information on the development and use of tests may serve as a guide for the preparation of tests for students of English as a foreign language. Measurement terms are defined in a brief glossary.


Proceeds from more general remarks on theory to problems of validity and reliability. Offers sample tests on listening and reading comprehension, speaking and writing ability, and pronunciation and grammar.


The author traces the development of standardized aural tests in foreign languages. Tests are described and trends in content and format are discussed.


Report of the development of proficiency tests for French, German, Italian, Russian, and Spanish, with discussion of the impact of such large-scale tests on foreign language teaching.


Suggests some limitations of contrastive analysis and the contributions of other factors in language proficiency testing.

**ENGLISH**


Describes a proficiency test devised to measure comprehension, structure, vocabulary, and pronunciation. Statistics on reliability, validity, and correlation also presented.


A study of the performances of young African children on English language tests devised for English-speaking children, and a comparison of the results.

An account of comprehension tests given to non-native speakers of English following short talks. The tests were planned to assess comprehension, rather than memory or ability to concentrate.


Prepared for the ordinary teacher and layman. Types of measurement, measurement of functional knowledge, preparation and administration of tests, techniques of measurement devisable by the teacher, and scoring and interpretation of tests are discussed. A Japanese translation by S. Suyama accompanies the text.


Suggests that objective marking techniques should not be the main criteria for selection examinations. Criticisms of the results of objective testing in language examinations are mentioned.


Report of an investigation of the English language examinations of the West African Examinations Council, with special reference to the School Certificate Examination conducted in Ghana, Sierra Leone, and Gambia. Includes descriptions of the test with sample questions and recommendations for changes in the testing program.


Prepared for overseas mission, consular, and cultural officers who administer the AULC tests of English as a foreign language. Part I contains instructions for rating oral proficiency by means of interviews. Part II describes basic principles of test construction and score interpretation and concludes with brief descriptions of the AULC tests.


Description of a test in production of oral English developed in order to place Chinese teachers of English accurately in a retraining project in Taiwan. The author states that the test is short, fairly objective and can be administered in the laboratory and graded easily.

The author suggests that examinations be revised in order to remove from the tests the emphasis on a particular set of textbooks. Sample examination papers are included.


Outlines a practical language testing situation and examines the principles involved in dealing with the problem of oral testing in West Africa. Describes resulting tests which were divided into reading, comprehension, and conversation.


Report of a conference sponsored by the Center for Applied Linguistics in cooperation with the Institute of International Education and the National Association of Foreign Student Advisers. A summary of conference decisions precedes reports on various testing programs and papers on proficiency testing.
**Programs in Specific Geographical Areas**

**GENERAL**


Discusses the role of the U.S. in teaching English abroad. Major sections include: The American Role, Program Planning, Manpower Needs, Materials and Research, and Selected References.


In 1955, with the support of the Rockefeller Foundation, the Language and Communication Research Center of Columbia University initiated an exploratory investigation “to assess available data and possible lines of inquiry” in the comparative study of language policy problems. This book is a brief report, accompanied by bibliographies on the major reference within which contemporary language policy problems can be pursued. Some of the material about India has since appeared in a separate book *India, The Most Dangerous Decades*, Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Univ. Press, 1960.


A report of the deliberations and recommendations of a one-day conference of English language education specialists convened by the Center for Applied Linguistics at the request of the International Cooperation Agency (now AID). Aim: of the meeting included an assessment of existing resources and plans for future development in this field.


Describes the role of English as a lingua franca.


The author explores language trends against the background of rising nationalism, material progress, and improved communications in today's world. Discusses world languages replacing local languages, uniformity in language, more attention to language study, and a general increase in the teaching of English.


Strevens, Peter. "English Overseas: Choosing a Model of Pronunciation." *ELT* 10:4.123-31 (1956). Suggests that pronunciation features of "independent" dialects be described and teaching courses be constructed on the basis of such descriptions.

UNESCO. *The Use of Vernacular Languages in Education.* (Monographs on Fundamental Education, Vol. 8.) Paris: UNESCO, 1953. 154 pp. Of special interest to the prospective teacher of English overseas is Chapter 1, which is a discussion of surveys of vernacular languages and their use in education in Africa, the American Continents, Asia and the Pacific, and Europe (including the USSR). Other chapters include the report of the UNESCO Meeting of Specialists, 1951; some case histories; tentative classification of the languages spoken in the world today; terms of reference; bibliography; index.

**AFRICA**

   An article in two parts, recommending instruction in English as a second, not foreign, language in Ghana.


   Discusses the language policies of Great Britain and France in their former African colonies, the relationship between nationalism and languages, and the problems confronting the new African nations in regard to language.

Carroll, Brendan J. "English as a Medium of Instruction." ERev (UK) 14:1.54-63 (1961).
   Pros and cons of English as a medium of instruction with particular reference to Ghana.

   A description of the changing needs in English and linguistic studies in Ghana since independence.

   Final report of a conference held in Addis Ababa, May 15-25, 1961. Major areas of discussion included the development of education in relation to African cultural and socio-economic factors; inventory of educational needs for economic and social development; education as a basic factor in economic and social development; and patterns of international cooperation for the promotion and implementation of programs of educational development.

   The author discusses the need for English-language study and suggests that a failure to teach English in the primary schools and beyond hampers higher education, where textbooks are often in English.

   Discussion includes materials, teachers, need for reforms and new approaches, and the development of African culture. Also includes suggested remedies of planning and financing, and a brief discussion of the Conference of African States on the Development of Education, held in Addis Ababa in May of 1961 [see entry above].

   The author discusses the need for research on problems of teaching and
learning English. Expert teachers are needed to handle increased student enrollment and to maintain high standards of English. He feels also that training facilities should be expanded and adequate textbooks provided.


A review of the language background in Ethiopia and a discussion of various proposals for use of Amharic and English as languages of instruction.


A very detailed outline of courses, aims, materials, schedules, etc., for the seven years of education from ages six to thirteen. Of interest are: English for vernacular classes, English in English medium classes, vernaculars, other languages (Swahili, Latin, Arabic, French). Each section gives standard texts plus supplementary titles for pupils and teachers.


Discusses current problems involved in an increase in school enrollment while the number of available authentic models for spoken English is decreasing. Describes materials based on a contrastive analysis of major Bantu languages and English, and an intensive teachers’ course in English pronunciation.


The author summarizes language problems in West Africa and distinguishes between attitudes toward the vernacular in French- and English-speaking areas. He recommends that the first international language be introduced at the beginning of primary school with the vernacular introduced at the end of primary school or beginning of secondary school.


The author describes a survey made at Ibadan, Nigeria, of reading skills in English. Recommendations are included for changes in reading instruction in the schools.


Final report of a meeting one year after the adoption of the Addis Ababa Plan [see entry above, Conference of African States]. Primary goals of the meeting were to review national plans for educational development in the context of economic and social development; to analyze current educational budgeting in relation to the goals of the Addis Ababa Plan; and to establish the most effective machinery and procedures for keeping under review the programs drawn up in accordance with the Addis Ababa Plan.
SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS


Includes a report of an experiment to improve reading ability of African students carried out by Dr. Edward Fry, a Fulbright Visiting Lecturer at Makerere. Other topics include group teaching of oral English in the third year of school; reports on readability of books; and tests used in the project in 1961.


A review of changing patterns in the use of English as the medium of instruction.


A description of the aims of teachers in Kenya working to prepare students for literacy in English.


Suggests that in Kenya, where English is an official language and there is no common vernacular, bilingualism is "a necessity which cannot be avoided," and its advantages should be extended.


A review of the current situation in Nigeria with recommendations for additional British teachers to work in the schools and in teacher training programs.


Papers of the Leverhulme Conference on universities and the language problems of tropical Africa, held at University College, Ibadan. Of interest to the teacher of English are comments on the use of English as the medium of instruction in schools and the responsibility of the university in teaching English.


A general practical guide to management and materials in the West African primary schools. Of special interest are the sections on handwriting, English, and the mother tongue, which suggest what can be done with even modest resources. List of books for further reading or reference at the end of the volume.
A report of a meeting held at Jos, Nigeria, November, 1952. Includes discussions of the place of African languages and English both in and out of school, problems in the use of African languages in education, and the teaching of English as a second language in African territories.

A review of the English language situation in the Congolese Republic, where English has been a compulsory second language since 1960. The author feels that needs are manifold and include studies of interference from both French and regional languages, materials preparation, and teacher training.


Suggests that the needs of emerging African nations for English as a lingua franca and as an aid to higher education make improved and more extensive training of teachers of English a necessity. Also surveys the various techniques in use.

**The Americas**

A careful review of socio-linguistic factors affecting the education of non-English speaking children in the public schools. Contains a bibliography and many references to current studies on the subject.

A guidebook for teachers of non-English speaking children in the elementary schools. Sections on such topics as school, home, pets, and safety are divided into discussions of objectives, planned learning experiences, reference books, teaching aids, and vocabulary.

A manual prepared by the English teachers of Haiti attending the teachers' workshop, November 30, 1957. Contains the proceedings, program, and
names of the participants. Major topics include pronunciation, grammar, interest and motivation, preparation of materials, and the official program.


Discusses problems, existing materials, and need for further research on such subjects as optimum age for beginning English in Puerto Rican schools, effects of bilingualism on the learning process, and the best time for beginning a reading program.


Designed to provide additional material for teachers working in a pre-school program for non-English speaking children in Abilene. Contains basic word lists and several units of instruction centered around home, school, and community.


Three papers in Spanish presented at the Conferencia sobre la enseñanza de lengua held at San Juan, Puerto Rico, November 12-19, 1961. Discusses the relation between the native tongue and the acquisition of a second language. Robert Lado deals with the linguistic aspect, including a list of phonological transfer categories; Wallace Lambert treats the psychological aspect; and Theodore Andersson discusses the pedagogical aspect. The problems involved in teaching both English and Spanish as foreign languages are discussed.


Discusses the problems of teaching communication skills to bilingual students in the southwestern United States. Both volumes divided into the following units: “Cultural Background,” “Linguistic Background,” and “Workshop Developed Materials for Teacher Use.”


A survey of the place of English in the Puerto Rican school system from elementary school through the university and some suggestions for the teaching of the language and the training of teachers. Also included is a bibliography of published and unpublished materials.

Report of a committee set up by the Canadian Conference on Education to gather information on new methods of second language teaching in Canada. Sections include new and successful efforts, language laboratories, and the training of teachers of French as a second language.

A list of positive and negative injunctions which the author considers represent current linguistic theory on the teaching of English as a second language. Discussion in light of his experience in Cartagena, Colombia.

Miguel, L. A. “The Teaching-Practice Programme at the University of Chile.” *ELT* 15:1.11-16 (1960).
Concerned with the training of secondary school teachers and particularly with the supervised practice provided for students at the Instituto Pedagógico.

A statement of fact and prognosis concerning the teaching of English as a second language. It is a supplement to the 140-page NCTE report *The National Interest and the Teaching of English* published in 1961. Sub-divisions include information about the teaching of English as a second language in this country, as well as in other countries, and the need for national support and leadership. The general conclusions are that a sufficient supply of well-trained personnel is lacking and that the scope of the National Defense Education Act should be expanded to include such training.

A volume summarizing, evaluating, and setting further goals for the program for Puerto Rican children in New York schools. Part I summarizes materials and methods; Part II, the social-cultural adjustment of the pupils and parents; Part III, some of the problems faced by the program. Other publications of the study include the Resource Unit Series, designed to help the teacher create situations that stimulate the learning of English; the Language Guide Series, which presents the content and method for English instruction; and Tests and Testing: Developing a Program for Testing Puerto Rican Pupils in the New York City Public Schools. There are also sociological reports on the background of the pupils and curriculum materials for science classes.

Presents the general objectives of English language courses in the secondary schools of Panama. A special section (in English) outlines the principles
SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS

recommended for teaching methodology. Brief summaries of the course programs are also included.


A discussion guide and work paper written at the request of the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO on the need for an increase in the quantity and quality of foreign language instruction in the United States. Many of the chapters, including one on "English as a Foreign Language," have direct relevance to the teaching of English as a modern foreign language.


A description of the intensive summer instructional programs in oral English conducted by Texas primary schools for children with little or no knowledge of English. Includes comments on the basic vocabulary and language patterns taught and the content and method of instruction. A sample unit is given.

Problems of Bilingualism in Arizona: Selected Writings by Educators. Phoenix, Ariz.: State Dept. of Public Instruction, Division of Indian Education, n.d.

A collection of papers on the problems of teaching English to Spanish and Indian speaking students in the Southwest. Papers deal with teaching grammar, composition, and pronunciation, the phonology of Southwestern Indian languages, and a daily log.


Report of the survey conducted by the authors on practices and procedures used in teaching English as a foreign language in the United States, with a description of the questionnaire utilized, a discussion of the significant answers, and lists of textbooks for the student and for teacher training.


Discusses the problems involved in teaching English to Spanish-speaking children in California kindergartens and elementary schools. Includes suggestions for teaching pronunciation, basic grammatical structures, and vocabulary.
Teaching English as a Second Language. Phoenix, Ariz.: State Dept. of Public Instruction, Division of Indian Education, n.d.
A guidebook for teachers of English to Spanish and Indian children in the Southwest. Includes articles on linguistics for teachers, sentence stress, and teaching greetings.

EUROPE


Contains a description of the English language program in Italy under the sponsorship of the Council on American Studies and Cornell University. The program involves the preparation of English-teaching materials for state schools, the operation of a demonstration school, the continuation of seminars for teachers of English, and the introduction of curricula in linguistics at the university level.

A lecture discussing the teaching of English in Scandinavian schools and universities, particularly the university at Oslo.

A review of the current situation in Spain where an increasing interest in foreign languages has led to the establishment of several new language schools.

Survey of work done and results achieved at the University of Zagreb, Yugoslavia.

A description of an advanced program for students who have not been to a Gymnasium but who wish to qualify for university entrance.

A description of the present situation in Wales where English is sometimes taught as a second language and sometimes as a first.

A report covering the period from 1917 to date. Includes chapters on teacher training schools, the school reform of 1958, bilingualism in Soviet non-Russian schools, and the Decree of the Council of Ministers in 1961.


Report of foreign language teaching and bilingualism in the Soviet educational system. Includes comments on types of schools, language policy, and attitudes toward foreign language teaching; teacher training; methodology; audio-visual aids; and bilingual education in the USSR.


For the teacher of beginners in English in Norwegian schools. Presumes use of *Let Us Speak English* by Carl Knap, et al. or the authors’ *Over to England* [see entries under Knap and under Nesset, RLM:1]. Essentially British orientation. Introductions to methods, phonetics, use of texts, structure, reading, exercises, etc. Short bibliography.


Reports presented at the fifth and sixth scientific-methodological conferences of the Department of Foreign Languages, Academy of Sciences. Includes reports on phonetics and orthography, text analysis, translation, and means of developing speaking habits. The influence of spelling on pronunciation is discussed.


Concerned with all levels of instruction. Contains some elements of contrastive analysis of Bulgarian and English.


An analysis of experience and some of the author’s views on teaching English to eleven and twelve year olds in Soviet schools.

SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS

Suggestions to the teacher of beginning students in Finnish schools. Includes lesson plans and hints to the teacher concerning presentation and visual aids. Introduction in Finnish.


A report prepared by teachers attending a conference on English teaching held in Athens, September 1-4, 1953. It gives no specific teaching materials or lessons, but presents the collective experience and views of experienced teachers under a variety of conditions. Also included are the agenda of the conference and a short bibliography.


A memorandum submitted at the request of the Universities Advisory Committee of the British Council. Present training and research programs in the field are described, and future needs are outlined.


Reports on resolutions by the U.S.S.R. Council of Ministers on improving the study of foreign languages, especially oral command among technically trained personnel. Plans made for new textbooks, better use of audio-visual materials, new techniques of instruction, specific training of teachers, and a broader use and development of radio, television, and films.


The author discusses experiences in Wales in teaching both English and Welsh as second languages, which emphasize the importance of early exposure to the second language for effective progress toward bilingualism.

FAR EAST


Papers and addresses delivered at a conference held by the English Language Exploratory Committee at Tokyo. Subject of the conference was the improvement of English teaching in Japan. Aspects of the Japanese situation were treated, and ideas for the application of modern techniques in language teaching were explored. Some of the conclusions and recommendations are included.

SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS

A review of the current situation in Japan, where English teaching still emphasizes literal translation. The author feels that reform of university entrance examinations would help change the emphasis to oral expression.


A review of changes in English language teaching in Japan since World War II with some suggestions for Japanese teachers of English.


Contents include summaries of discussion on the general problems of teaching methods and materials, with particular reference to lower and upper secondary schools, testing and evaluation, and the problems of entrance examinations to universities.


A review of the current English teaching situation in Japan, the Ryukyu Islands, Taiwan and the Philippines.


Discusses the history and current development of English teaching in Japanese secondary schools and universities. Includes comments on teacher training, linguistic differences between Japanese and English, and prospects for the future.


Discusses the need for English as a second language as a unifying force in Asia.

MIDDLE EAST


OCEANIA


Outline for an elective course in English proposed for Filipino secondary schools.


A description of the correspondence course offered by the New South Wales Department of Technical Education for immigrants.


Reports of conferences held in 1960 and 1961 on a project jointly run by the Department of Basic Education and Culture of the Republic of Indonesia and the Institute of International Education in New York. The extracts include materials on the place of English language instruction in Indonesia's secondary schools, and the approaches to the problems entailed in the preparation of materials for these schools.


A conference of secondary-school teachers and supervisors of English held in Manila, May 11 to 30, 1953, under the joint auspices of the Instruction Division and the Division of City Schools, Manila. Covers problems of the oral approach, teaching of grammar, reading, writing, rating, and phonemic descriptions of English as contrasted with some of the Filipino languages.


Result of a conference held between Indonesians and Americans interested in the problems of English instruction in Indonesia. Major topics include: suggestions for the improvement of conversation and fluency, pronunciation, grammar, the syllabus, and problems of expression.


Describes the facilities and materials of courses in English as a foreign language conducted by the Australian Commonwealth Office of Immigration and Office of Education.

SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS


Contains discussions of English as a medium of instruction, textbooks, examinations, teacher training, and methodology. Appendices - five statements on the English teaching situations in Brunei, Hong Kong, Malaya, North Borneo, the Philippines, Sarawak, and Singapore.


A set of papers from a Regional Education Seminar held at the University of Queensland, Australia, November 16-27, 1959, which deal with the educational problems in the South Pacific area. Of special interest is the attention given to the training and re-training of teachers, especially language teachers. Several papers on the teaching of English as a foreign language.

A report on the UNESCO Regional Seminar held in Sydney, Jan.-Feb. 1957, dealing generally and specifically with problems of foreign language teaching, including English, in South East Asia. Includes material on teaching languages to various age groups, laboratories, testing, and teacher training.

SOUTH ASIA

Discusses the rise of Ceylonese nationalism and the increased use of Sinhalese and Tamil, the place of English in Ceylon, the training and re-training of teachers, and the use of radio broadcasts.

Presents the course objectives, suggestions for grading structures and selecting vocabulary, teaching procedures, a bibliography for teachers, and a form for the school inspector's use in visiting classes.
SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS

A discussion of the new syllabus for teaching English in Pakistan, which encompasses all four language skills, emphasizes oral work, and has graded patterns and vocabulary. Improved teacher training is felt to be needed for most effective use of the syllabus.

A discussion of models of English for Pakistan.

Describes an experimental pre-university course in English at the Central Institute of English in Hyderabad. Shows how teaching can be improved under unfavorable conditions.

——. "Some Common Misconceptions about the English Language and about Language Teaching Current in India." *BCIE* 1.16-20 (1961).
Misconceptions discussed are: that English is not a foreign language; that it can and should be taught through formal grammar; that the main purpose of teaching English is to give the student access to literature; that factual English is not respectable.

Comments on the status of English in Ceylon since independence.

An appeal for acceptance of spoken Indian English as well as the academic language of the classroom.

Discusses "falling standards" in India and elsewhere, and views them in the light of increased numbers of students, change in syllabus patterns, and the use of English in India.

Discusses various levels of teaching English in the educational institutions in India together with the training of teachers and course content.

Gokak, V. K. "Compulsory English for the Three Year Degree Course." *BCIE* 2.85-100 (1962).
Includes course objectives, course structure, and a syllabus.

The presidential address to the All India Teachers' Conference held in Delhi in December 1960. A discussion of the teaching of English in India from a great variety of aspects, including the present educational and language
problems in the country, the type of English to be taught, reorganization of courses at various levels, the teaching of literature, and Indo-Anglican literature and journalism.

Describes the program at the Central Institute of English to improve English of teachers being trained for Indian secondary schools and universities.

A guide for teaching English in India. Includes a discussion of class readers, books for children, the lesson plan, and a note on the Assamese language.


Recommendations are made for improving the standard of English teaching in India.

A description of the historical and modern language situation in India. Includes "The Beginnings of English Education" and three chapters dealing with "Language and Educational Policy" under the East India Company, Great Britain, and the Republic of India. Conclusion contains comments on the roles of English, Hindi, Sanskrit, and the regional languages of India.

Includes course objectives, course syllabus, and texts for the lecturer.

Madras English Teaching Campaign. Madras, India: Director of Public Instruction, Government of Madras, 1961 —.
Materials developed for the campaign include syllabuses for elementary grades, teacher's handbooks containing detailed instructions for class activities, and papers and articles on the English language and teaching aids.

A description of a new syllabus and new readers which are based on recent theories of foreign language teaching. The author suggests their success will depend on the extent to which teachers are made familiar with these new principles and materials.
A report of the Central Institute of English, including summary recommendations for the improvement of English teaching.

An investigation of the language competence of prospective English teachers in India who have completed two years at training school but have not yet begun to teach.

Reports, papers and recommendations of the Conference concerning the teaching of Urdu, Bengali, and English in Pakistan, held March 20-22, 1957, in Karachi. Includes a list of participants.


Needs include preparation of a structural syllabus and a corpus of textbooks, and studies of contemporary English usage and classroom methods and testing.

A report of the Central Institute of English, including recommendations for texts, research, examinations, and course content for university English classes of all levels.

A report of a conference held in Delhi, in April 1963, to review the position and the problems of teaching English in the schools in India. Subjects discussed include age and span for second language learning, syllabuses, teaching methods, and the training of teachers.

A discussion of possible choices of a model of English pronunciation with
a plea for an all-India standard of Indian English based on careful linguistic analysis of a sampling of educated speech from all parts of India.


A report by a committee of the University Grants Commission in which problems are defined and recommendations made regarding the teaching of both language and literature at pre-university, undergraduate, and postgraduate levels.
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